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One can associate with an arbitrary algebroid formal group law F, defined over 
lFP, a sequence [nlF(JZ) (= [n - llF(X) 8,jz). These sequences for various F 
(multiplicative group, reduced elliptic curves and Abelian varieties) provide a 
variety of new primality tests like Lucas’ test for Mersenne primes. Implementations 
and relations with factorization algorithms are presented. 0 1986 Academic Press, IX. 
The problem of distinguishing prime numbers from composite numbers and of 
resolving the latter into prime factors is known to be one of the most important and 
useful in arithmetic. It has engaged the industry and wisdom of ancient and modem 
geometers to such an extent that it would be superfluous to discuss the problem at 
length. Nevertheless we must confess that all methods that have been proposed thus 
far are either restricted to very special cases or are so laborious and prolix that even 
for numbers that do not exceed the limits of tables constructed by estimable men, 
i.e., for the numbers that do not yield to artificial methods, they try the patience of 
even the practiced calculator. And these methods do not apply at all to larger 
numbers. C. F. Gauss, “Disquisitiones Arithmeticae” [GA11 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This quotation from Gauss [GAL PO11 is enough of a justification (if 
any, in addition to various “applied” problems, is necessary) to devote 
oneself to divising various primality and factorization tests. Our interest in 
primality arose as a result of out work in formal groups in diophantine 
geometry [CHl]-[CH3]. While studying the properties of algebraic laws of 
addition [CHl, CH4] and integral formal groups associated with them, we 
realized that the properties of Frobenius map on formal groups mod p can 
serve as a primality test, generalizing various primality tests based on a 
converse to the Little Fermat theorem. Essentially, one tries to substitute 
multiplicative properties of integers by the properties of various formal 
groups mod n or mod p. The key testing sequence in our approach, is a 
sequence 2, = [n]~(It) (2,-r $ F x”r) obtained by applications of endo- 
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morphisms [n]~( *) of the formal group F (“a multiplication by n” endo- 
morphism). In the simplest cases of various formal groups-multiplicative 
groups mod p-one recovers standard powers x” or, say, Lucas sequences 
&mod p. In these notations the Little Fermat theorem becomes “the law 
of apparition”: the order T(P) of Zimod p in the sequence 2, is a divisor 
of the value i’$ = P(1) of the characteristic polynomial P(X) of the 
Frobenious map Fp: xi + xl! of Fat x = 1 (i.e., x”,,, = firnod p iff elm). 
We refer to Section 1 for the discussion of this law of apparition for formal 
groups F arising from commutative algebraic groups (Abelian varieties and 
their extensions). As it turns out in Section 2, this law of apparition 
provides with a wide variety of primality tests for “suspect” n to be a 
prime, whenever various expressions n * cooked up from n using various 
algebraic group laws F are (completed or partially) factorizable. This 
method, that we tested for various elliptic curves and Abelian varieties with 
complex multiplication, is an extension of Lucas-Lehmer primality tests, 
where the primality of (a prime) n was proved whenever the complete 
factorization of n + 1 or n - 1 was known. Such n k 1 primality tests were 
developed by Brillhart, Lehmer, and Selfridge [BLS], building on earlier 
work of Lucas [LUl, LU2], Lehmer [LHl], Pocklington [POCK], and Proth 
[PRO]. The famous application of n + 1 primality test is the Lucas-Lehmer 
primality test for Mersenne numbers Mp = 2P - 1: Mp is prime iff in the 
sequence L, = 4, L, + 1 = (Lz - 2)mod Mp, we have Lp- 2 = 0. These n + 1 
tests were further extended by Williams, Judd, and Holte [WJ, WH] for 
tests involving partial factorization of n2 + 1, n2 k n + 1 and, in general, 
4,(n) for a cyclotomic polynomial +,. Our “n * ” tests for primality of n 
include, for example, the test of primality of n of the form n2 = a2 + D . b2, 
is based on the knowledge of the (partial) factorization of n + = (a - 1) 2 + 
D . b2. Higher dimensional CM-varieties yield primality test for number n, 
for which the (partial) factorization of na f nb + 1 is known, for arbi- 
trary integers a > b. These tests were applied to the sequences of numbers 
sm = Norm, 
d- 
a ((Y~(Y~ + 1) with (Y,,, (pi from an imaginary quadratic field 
K = Q( -D ), that can be considered as algebraic generalizations of 
familiar numbers ab” + 1 targeted for n f 1 primality tests. In Tables 1 
and 2 (see explanations at the end of Section 2) we present primes of the 
form s,,, for a few small D and IY,,, (pi having norms not exceeding 10. 
Perhaps now it is the time to review briefly the existing primality and 
factorization algorithms [POl, P02, LEl, Kl]. Among primality test based 
on the converse to the ordinary Little Fermat theorem, the most powerful 
test of primality, polynomial in n, is Miller’s test [MIl, LE2] based on the 
assumption of the extended Riemann hypothesis for all Dirichlet L-func- 
tions. Another polynomial test is the probabilistic compositeness test 
[RAl] that “guarantees” primality with the probability 2 1 - E for E > 0. 
Finally, there is Adleman, Rumely, Pomerance, and Lenstra primality test 
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[Poll, [LEl], whose running time is O((logn)c’o~‘og’ogn). Often n f 1 
primality tests are significantly better, especially for particular n. Our n * 
tests are efficient for all n. In particular, one can use them as a sieve for a 
large list of curves mod n with complex multiplications to prove the 
primality of a “probable prime” n for large n. Factorization algorithms are 
considerably slower. The simplest among them is Pollard’s p-method [POLl] 
(with the running time O(fi) for a divisor p of n). More sophisticated 
methods consist of Morrison-Brillharts’s continued fraction methods [MBl], 
Dixon’s method [DIXl], a linear sieve method (Schroeppel) and the 
quadratic sieve method (Pomerance). The running time of these methods is 
estimated in [PO21 and is O(exp(c{m)) for (various) c > 1. 
Similar to n f 1 primality tests, there were proposed p - 1 (Pollard 
[POL2]) and then p + 1 (Williams [WILl], Guy and Conway [Guy]) 
factorization methods based on the (possible) factorization of p + 1 into a 
product of primes significantly smaller than the number n, whose prime 
factor p we want to find. Very recently, Lenstra (see [MLl]) has proposed a 
probabilistic algorithm generalizing the p k 1 method and based on the 
high probability of finding a random elliptic curve mod p with the number 
of points $, = p + 1 - up having prime factors small compared to p. The 
running time of Lenstra’s algorithm was estimated as exp((1 + 
o(l)) log n log log n ). Meanwhile the record of the most wanted factoriza- 
tions (up to 71 digits) belongs to Davis and Holdridge [DHl], who used the 
quadratic sieve on the Cray 1s. 
This paper is written in an elementary and expository way, and we do not 
assume anything but the basic knowledge of number theory and geometry. 
This particularly concerns all the references to elliptic curves and Abelian 
varieties, where all explicit formulas are presented. Our main purpose is to 
present new methods for primality testing and generation of big prime 
numbers, and to discuss new versions of factorization methods. 
In Section 1 we discuss one of the forms of the Little Fermat theorem as 
applied to the sequences Zn generated by the endomorphisms [n] F( a) of the 
formal group Fmod p of an algebraic law of addition. In Section 3 we 
consider a more general sequence 1, = [p]~(Ii) for p E End(F). The 
properties of Z:m are applied in Section 2 in the construction of our new 
primality tests of numbers n = Norm,,o(c~), depending on the (partial) 
factorization of n * = Norm K,a(a + 1). These tests were in fact applied to 
various sequences s,. In Section 3 we discuss arithmetic properties of the 
sequences x”, themselves, in particular, of the elliptic divisibility sequences 
introduced by Lucas [Bl] and studied by Ward [Wl]. We think that these 
elliptic divisibility sequences 4, and their generalizations provide with an 
interesting method of generating of very large primes, for 4, grow as 
cm2(‘+‘(‘)) with c > 1. Some large probable primes among $J, are presented 
in the Table 3. 
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In Section 4 we present results of our studies of various forms of laws of 
addition for different models of elliptic curves and of their relative complex- 
ities. In Section 5 an implementation of a version of Lensta’s elliptic 
generalization of p k 1 factorization methods is presented, and recipes for 
various parameters and expected running time is presented. In Section 6 
Abelian varieties and Jacobians of curves of g > 1 are discussed. We 
present some explicit formulas for addition of points on Abelian surfaces 
and we discuss the importance of curves with g > 1 for speeding up the 
primality and factorization algorithms. An old problem of ours [CH5] on 
the isogeny of the Jacobian of generic elliptic curves pops up here.l 
1. ALGEBRAIC GROUP LAWS 
It is convenient to use the language of commutative formal groups, 
providing an easy invariant description of various algebraic group struc- 
tures. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let A be a commutative ring. A commutative g-dimen- 
sional group law over A is (given by) a g-tuple r;‘(X, j) = 
(f-l(ZY),..., 
- - 
F,(x, y)) of formal power series in 2g variables X = 
(x1,. . ., xg) and j = (vi,. . . , yg) such that 
(1) 4(X,0) = 4(0, X) 5 x;; 
(2) F( X, j) = F( j, X) (commutativity); 
-- 
(3) F( X, F( j, Z)) = F( F( X, j), Z) (associativity); 
(4) F(X, 7) E A[[%, j]]g (group laws are defined over A). 
- - 
It follows from (1) that 4(x, y) = xi + yj (mod terms of degree 2 in 
(X7 JO 
Two g-dimensional group laws F and G over A are strongly isomorphic 
over A, if there exists a g-tuple j(X) E A[[F]lg of power series such that 
J(X) = X (mod terms of degree 2 in X) 
and 
_ - f(fp, Y>) = wm J(r)). 
‘Note added in proof. Lenstra presented a detailed description of his algorithm in “Factor- 
ing integers with elliptic curves,” 1986 (to appear). 
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All interesting (from the point of view of this paper) examples of formal 
group law arise from commutative algebraic groups. Here are a few relevant 
examples in the one-dimensional case: 
EXAMPLES 1.2. (1) The additive formal group law 
F,(x, Y> = x + y; 
(2) The multiplicative formal group law 
Ffi(x,y) =x+y+ l6x.y. 
This law arises from the multiplication rule 
(1+ fi. Ffi) = (1+ &x). (1 + @y); 
(3) The circular formal group law: 
fix, Y) = f$, 
where F(x, y) = tanh( w  + u) for x = tanh( u), y = tanh( w); 
(4) The addition law for the lemniscate elliptic curve (an elliptic curve 
with complex multiplication by i = m): 
“2 = 1 - u4 
F(x, Y> = 
x/x + y&7 
1 +x*y* . 
The most interesting examples of commutative group laws with algebraic 
integral coefficients (Z for 1.2, (l), (3); H[t] for 1.2 (4) and Z[fi] for 1.2 
(2)) arise in the cases when 
F, (X, J) are algebraic functions of X and J. 
In these cases the Eisenstein theorem guarantees that only a finite number 
of primes divide the denominators of coefficients of the expansions of 
F(X, 7). 
In our works [CH4] and [CHl], we described the algebraic laws of - - 
addition, corresponding to algebraic power series F,(x, y). After a proper 
normalization, the algebraic law of addition can be represented in the 
following form: 
DEFINITION 1.3 ([CHl, 3.11). Let K be an algebraic number field. 
Assume that the formal group law F(X, j) is an algebraic function over 
K(?i, j). This means that there exists an algebraic equation defining x,, as a 
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function of X: q(x,, X) = 0 and similarly defining y, as a function of j? 
q(y,,, j) = 0 such that q(x,, X) is a polynomial from K[x,, X] with in- 
tegral coefficients and the Taylor expansion of the branch x0 = x0(X) of the 
root x,, of q(x,, X) = 0 with the initial condition x0(6) = 0 in powers of X 
(near X = 6) has integral coefficients from K. Let us denote f = (x,,, X) 
(=(x,,q,..., x,)) and j = (yO, j) (= (yO, yl,. . . , y,)). Then near 2 = 6 
and 7 = 6 we have 
(with x,, = x0(X), y0 = ya(j)), where P(Z, J) = (P1(Z, j), . . . , P,(.Z, p)) 
and Q(Z, 9) are polynomials in 2( g + 1) variables f and J from K [a, p] 
with integral coefficients. 
Consequently, we can define a formal group law F in the rational form as 
a function of 2(g + 1) variables 2 = (x0, x1, . . . , xp) and J = 
(Ycl, Y,, . . .7 Y& 
0.1) 
for polynomials P = (P,, Pi,. . . , Ps)_and Q in K[Z, J] with integral coeffi- 
cients. Our normalization implies Q(O,@ = 0. 
Introducing homogeneous coordinates, the law of addition (1.1) can be 
represented in the homogeneous polynomial form. As a function of 2( g + 2) 
variables X = (x0, x1,. . . , xs, xs+i), Y = (ya, yl,. . . , y,, ys+i), the law of 
addition (1.1) can be written as 
X@J= (P,(X,Y),...,%(X,Y),Q(X,Y)). (1.2) 
According to Weil and Serre (see [SEl, WS]) all algebraic commutative 
group laws arise from the parametrization of “generalized Abelian varieties” 
which are, simple enough, Abelian varieties, or extensions of Abelian 
varieties by linear groups. 
For example, l-dimensional algebraic group laws are strictly isomorphic 
either to elliptic curve group laws, or their degenerations: multiplicative or 
additive group laws. Similarly, 2-dimensional algebraic group laws are 
strictly isomorphic either to group laws of 2-dimensional Abelian varieties 
(the general case) or to their degenerations: extensions of elliptic curves by 
multiplicative or additive groups, or products of two elliptic curves, multi- 
plicative or additive groups. 
Most of the properties of Abelian varieties mod p are reflected in their 
group laws structure, and are invariant under (a strict) isomorphism. That is 
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why it is important to have a simple criterion of a (strict) isomorphism 
between two Abelian varieties mod p. Such criteria exist in l-dimensional 
case (Honda [H2]), and in g-dimensional case one has to be satisfied with 
the isogeny criterion of Tate [Tl, T2]: 
THEOREM 1.4 [Tl, T2]. g-dimensional Abefian varieties over IF, are 
isogenous (in particular, have the same number of points over IF4) over IF,, if 
and only if the characteristic polynomials of Frobenius map Fq: xi -+ x7 of 
these Abelian varieties coincide. 
According to Honda-Tate results [T2, Hl], a class of characteristic 
polynomials of the Frobenius Fq for all g-dimensional Abelian varieties 
over IF, coincides with the class of polynomials Pzg(x) E Z[x] with the 
leading coefficient one, degree 2g, and the property 
for any root (Y~ of PZg(x) = 0. 
Given a characteristic polynomial PZJx) = rIfi,(x - ai) of a g-dimen- 
sional Abelian variety A, over lFP, we conclude that the number of points on 
Ag/lFP is P,,(l) = ~~~,(cx, - 1). Moreover, since As/F, is a group, the 
order of every element of Ag/lFP divides P,,(l) as well. (We note that if IF, 
is substituted by EPO, then ai is substituted by (Y:). 
The order (or, at least, the number of elements in the group variety over 
IF4) of an element of a group variety over IF, is relevant for primality and 
factorization algorithms. A key testing sequence associated with a given 
group law F is defined as a sequence of natural endomorphisms of E 
[o],(x) = 0; 
[nlF(X) = F([n - llF(X), X): n 2 1. 
Whenever F is an algebraic group law, the sequence of endomorphisms [n] F 
defines a sequence of (g + l)-tuples 
starting from an arbitrary point 2 on (a model of) algebraic group variety 
(in the affine form). The sequence 1,: n = 0, 1,2,. . . , is defined recursively 
by means of rational expressions. If it is preferable to avoid the division (as 
it is prudent in mod p arithmetic), the homogeneous polynomial form of a 
group law can be used: 
X, = [nldx), x, = x 
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for (g + 2)-tuples, generating a sequence of points on a (projective model of 
an) algebraic group variety. 
The sequences J, or X, provide the following version of the Fermat’s 
Little theorem which is a basis of primality and factorization algorithms. 
We use the terminology common in the theory of recurrent sequences, 
particularly those defined by linear recurrences with constant coefficients. 
For a sequence W,, it is common to call the “rank of apparition of p” of 
W, an integer r(p) (if it exists), such that 
W, = Omod p 
if and only if ~(p)]m. 
We naturally extend this notion to the sequences i,,, and X,. Then the 
Little Fermat theorem can be reformulated as follows: 
FERMATTHEOREM 1.5. Let an algebraic group A be defined over IF, (e.g., 
is a reduction of an algebraic group scheme defined over H[l/N] for (N, p) 
= 1) and let P(x) = xe + alxe-l + 0.. +a, be the characteristic poly- 
nomial of the Frobenious endomorphism Fe of A (e.g., p]a,). Then the rank of 
apparition of p exists for any sequence z,,, and X,,, in A/F,, and this rank, 
7(p), divides P(1). I.e., 
or 
if and only if 
for 7( ~)lp(l). 
zrn = 0 in A/F, 
x,=8 in A/IF, 
4p)lm 
Here 0 (or 5) is a neutral (zero) element of A/IF,; with a proper 
normalization of Definition 1.3 it is 
(CL.., , - 0) (or(.$..L,O,l_)). 
g+l g+l 
The quantity P(l), usually denoted by N4 (= NJ A)), is the crucial arith- 
metic invariant of A/F,. Known as “the number of points on A/IF,,” this 
quantity enters the definition of S-function of A. See [W6, Kal] for detailed 
references on this subject, with an obvious simplification due to the fact 
that A is an Abelian variety, not an arbitrary algebraic. 
The Fermat theorem 1.5 is a consequence of the following identity, 
satisfied by the Frobenius F = Fe of A: 
P(F) = F’ + aIF’-’ + . . . +a,. I. (1.3) 
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In fact, (1.3) is a functorial identity satisfied in a formal group of A (see 
VW). 
A few examples are in order. They are: (1) a standard multiplicative 
group G,: F,(x, y) = x + y + xy; (2) a multiplicative group Ffi over 
Z[fi], and (3) an arbitrary Abelian variety of CM-type. 
EXAMPLES 1.6. (1) xp-’ = 1 mod p for any x mod p, x f 0 mod p. 
(2) Let P, Q be rational integers, such that D = p2 - 4Q, and let the 
Lucas sequence U, be defined as U,, = (an - /3”)/( a - /3) for roots (Y, /3 of 
X2 - Px + Q = 0. Then for (p, 2QD) = 1, we have 
&D/P) = Omodp 
where (D/p) denotes a Jacobi symbol. 
(3) Let K be a CM-field, i.e., an imaginary quadratic extension of a 
totally real field, [K: Q] = 2g. Let (Y be an element of K such that ]aci)] 
= fi for all a(j), conjugate to a. 
Then, as we saw above, there exists an Abelian variety A over IF, such 
that the characteristic polynomial P2Jx) of Fp on A coincides with 
llfZi(x - aci)). Then for an arbitrary sequence Zm (or X,,,) on A we have 
ZNNom(u-l) = ornod p 
or 
X Norm(a- 1) =Gmod p. 
Here Norm(a) = pg. 
In fact, case (3) covers all elliptic curves over F,, since elliptic curves over 
finite fields always have a complex multiplication [Hl]. 
For the sake of completeness and future references, let E be an elliptic 
curve over F, (a l-dimensional algebraic group variety) and p # 2,3. The 
characteristic polynomial of Fp on E is a quadratic one: 
P,(x) = x2 - upx + p, 
where 
-2fi < ap < 26. 
Then, starting from an arbitrary point i on E (an affine model) or X (a 
projective model) on E, we obtain 
an = bmodp 
or 
X,, =Emod p 
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whenever 
(P + 1 - ap)ln. 
For example, if E is given in the standard form y* = x3 + u2x2 + a,x + cl0 
(= P3(x)) or v* = u4 + b3u3 + b,u* + b,u + b, (= P4(u)), and for p # 
2,3 this is the most general form of an elliptic curve, 
Np (= Np(E)) zfp + 1 - up 
is the number of points E mod p. (This is the same as the number of 
solutions of the congruences of the homogeneous forms of y* = 
P,(x)mod p, or v* = P,(u)mod p.) 
Various models (forms of the equations) of elliptic curves are discussed 
below. We present now one such model, where the expression for up has a 
familiar form [Cll]. 
Let us assume that an equation defining E is reduced to the Legendre 
form E,: y* = x(x - 1)(x - X). Then up ( Efu,(h)) is (- l)(P-1)/2 . 
PC,-,,,,(A)mod p, where P,,(h) = 1i-d i)‘X- is a (normalized) Legendre 
polynomial. 
We remark, that every elliptic curve having 4 points of order two, defined 
over F,, can be reduced to the form E, for some X mod p, X # 0,l. 
The Little Fermat theorem for elliptic curves E, can be restated as 
follows: In the projective form, for a point 
on E,, let 
Then 
Z,, = Omod p 
for all m, divisible by (p + 1 - u,(A))/4 (which is an integer). 
2. PRIMALITY TESTS AND THEIR ELLIPTIC GENERALIZATIONS 
Little Fermat’s theorem is the most efficient primality test. Say, the 
congruence 
3”-’ = 1 mod n (2.1) 
is a necessary condition for n > 3 to ba a prime. As Knuth [Kl] notes, (2.1) 
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is also an efficient “practically sufficient” condition of primality of n, 
having no small factors (though there are infinitely many composite n 
satisfying (2.1)). 
It was known for some time that the knowledge of a complete factoriza- 
tion of n - 1 is sufficient to proue the primality of n [BLS, LUI]: 
PROPOSITION 2.1 (Selfridge [BSl]). Zf, for every prime divisor p of n - 1 
there exist x,, such that xp”- ’ = 1 mod n but xF~ ‘VP f 1 mod n, then n is 
prime. 
In fact, only a partial factorization of n - 1 is necessary. For example, we 
have 
PROPOSITION 2.2 (Pocklington [POCK, BLS]). Let n - 1 = Fr . R,, 
where F, > &. If, for every divisor p of F, there exists x,, such that 
xHpl = 1 mod N and (xp-‘)/J’ - 1, n) = 1, then n is prime. 
P 
In practice these tests are excellent, especially when n is of the form 
n = a * b”’ + 1. The most famous is 
PROPOSITION 2.3 (Proth [PRO], 1878). Let n = k . 2” + 1, where k < 
2”. Zf 3 + k, then n is prime if and only if 3(n-1”2 = -1 mod n. If 31k, 
then choose a such that (a/n) = - 1. n is prime if and only if a(“- ‘V2 = 
-1modn. 
Lucas (see [LU2]) was the first to use (Lucasian) sequences U, to 
formulate primality criteria of n, whenever the factorization of n + 1 is 
known. Of course, in this case to satisfy the requirements of the Little 
Ferman theorem (Examples 1.6(2)), the discriminant D of the multiplicative 
group has to satisfy 
(D/n) = -1. 
Even the partial factorization of n + 1 suffices: 
PROPOSITION 2.4 (Brillhart, Lehmer, Selfridge [BLS]). Let n + 1 = 
F, . R 2 and F2 > 6 + 1. If, for each prime p, dividing F2 there exists a 
Lucas’ sequence { UAP)} with discriminant D, for which (D/n) = - 1, 
nlU,,(fj and (U(P) 
(n+l)/p, 
n) = 1, then n is prime. 
The most famous example of this approach is the Lucas-Lehmer criterion 
of primality of Mersenne numbers Mp = 2P - 1: 
PROPOSITION 2.5 (Lucas and Lehmer [LUl, LHl]). Let in the dejinition 
of Lucas ’ sequence P = 4, Q = 1. Then Mp is prime if and only if U,,, I = 
mod Mp. 
The Lucas-Lehmer criterion is attractive particularly because to compute 
U,, -~mod M,, one needs only p multiplications (not 2P-‘). This is typical 
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for any algebraic group law because [2m]F(~) can be computed in m 
iterations of [2] F( .) (see below). Using the duplication formulas (applied to 
the multiplicative group law F@), the Lucas-Lehmer criterion is usually 
restated as follows: 
COROLLARY 2.6 [LHl, BLSTW]. Let L, = 4, L,+l = (Lz - 2)mod Mr. 
Then Mp (= 2P - 1) isprime ifand onb ifL,-, = 0. 
Similar criteria of primality were developed by Lehmer [LH2], Riesel 
[Ril], Inkeri [INl], Williams [WIL2, BLSTW] for numbers a . b” - 1 for 
b = 2,3, and by Williams [WIL3] for some numbers of the form a2 . b2” + 
a, * b” - 1. 
Since the factorization of n f 1 is useful in the proof of primality of n, 
Brillhart, Lehmer, and Selfridge [BLS, BLSTW] proposed a test that uses 
partial factorization of n + 1 and n - 1. Later Williams et al. [WH, WJ] 
proposed a series of tests for primality of n, when factorization of 
n2 + 1, n2 & n + 1, (d-t l)/(n k 1) 
is known (see also [BS]). 
The corresponding analogs of the Little Fermats’s theorem and its 
converses in these cases correspond to the degenerate Abelian varieties of 
CM type associated with cyclotomic fields. 
Let us now present elliptic versions of “n * 1” criterion of primality of 
n, generalizing Lucas-Lehmer criteria. These criteria were the starting point 
in our investigation of formal group algorithms in November of 1984 
[CHl]. 
The principle of these algorithms is the following. Let n be a norm of an 
integer from an imaginary quadratic field K = Q(m), D > 0: 
n = Norm,,,(a). (2.2) 
Then the knowledge of the (complete or partial) factorization of the 
following numbers: 
n * = NormK,o (a z!I 1) (2.3) 
determines the primality of n. The tests uses the Little Fermat theorem for 
the formal completion of the elliptic curve, having complex multiplication 
in K. Let E be an elliptic curve over FPp, having complex multiplications in 
K. This means, according to the discussion above, that eigenvalues (Y of 
Frobenius ‘;b of E are algebraic integers from K, i.e., the roots of the 
characteristic polynomial P2( x) = x2 - apx + p = 0 are lying in K. Hence, 
for the trace of the Frobenius up, up = a,(E), we have 
4p = ai + Dx2 (2.4) 
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for a (rational) integer X. We again repeat that every elliptic curve over iF, 
has a complex multiplication (indeed, it is enough to take D as a square 
free part of 4p - u,(E)~). In the notations above, for n = p (2.4) means 
that in (2.2) 
(Y= 
a,(E) zk X\/-o 
2 . (2.5) 
It is clear, that in (2.4) up can have two signs. The choice of the sign of up 
in (2.4) determines the choice of the sign of n * in (2.3) for n = p. Of 
course, the canonical choice of the sign for up leads to n+ in (2.3). We 
discuss below how all possible values of n * can be achieved. 
The criterion of primality of n in terms of an elliptic curve mod n with 
complex multiplication in K is formulated as follows: 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let us assume that (n, 40) = 1 and for n of the form 
(2.2) there exist an elliptic curve E mod n (i.e., defined in the Weierstruss 
model by nonsingulur equations mod n), having complex multiplication in K 
(i.e., the endomorphism 2 + [-]I of E is defined by rational expressions 
mod n in coordinates of 2). Let for every divisor q of n * there exist a point 
$4) on E mod n, such that for the sequence 
we have 
Z,+ = Omodn, 
but 
Then n is prime. 
(Zn+,q, n) = 1. 
Proposition 2.7 leads to the introduction of functions, similar to Euler’s 
G-function. An example of such function exists in the theory of Lucas 
sequences [BLS, LH2]. These functions are better defined and understood, 
when E has a torsion point mod p, typically at least one torsion point of 
order two. A weaker condition is, say 210. The definition of the analog of 
Euler function is the following: 
Let n = n,“,,p,“‘, where pl,. . . , pk are (distinct) odd prime divisors of n. 
Then for every pjn, there exists u,,(E) (because there exists a represen- 
tation 4~; = u;,(E) + pi . xi’) and we put 
444 = ,$I~F~P1 * (pi + 1 - a,,(E)), 
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or, if E has a torsion point of order two mod n, we put 
The crucial property of the + function is the following one: for (n, 40) = 
1, n > 5, c#J~(~) = n+, if and only if n is a prime number. In the case (2.6) 
the proof of this is very similar to the corresponding results in the case of 
Lucas sequences (cf. [BLSJ). Similar to Propositions 2.2 and 2.4, it is enough 
to require only a partial factorization of n *. The use of partial factorization 
of n * can be formalized as an algorithm to prove primality of a probable 
prime n with excellent running time (heuristic arguments suggest polynomi- 
ality). 
One can generate similar tests for primality, starting from Abelian 
varieties of CM type mod n, as in Examples 1.6(3), when n is a norm of an 
element of the CM field K. 
An important problem in this “elliptic primality test” (elliptic general- 
izations of the Lucas-Lehmer tests) is the construction of E and n * 
starting from n and k. First of all, we have already remarked that condition 
(2.2) is equivalent to the representation of 4n by the quadratic form 
x2 + Dy’: 
4n = a2 + Db’, (2.7) 
and then 
n’=n+lTa, 
or a = (a + b-)/Z. 
A necessary condition for a prime n = p to have a representation (2.7) is 
the congruence condition, given by the following character formula 
x-D(n) = 1. (2.~) 
Here x _ D(x) is a quadratic character of the quadratic field K = Q(m), 
defined as follows 
Xdcd = ; i i 
= (-1)(x-1)/2 . ; 
i 1 
ford= lmod4 
ford= 3mod4 
for d = 2d’, 
for all x relatively prime with the discriminant of the field K. 
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The condition (2.8) is not sufficient, in general, for a prime n = p to be 
represented in the form (2.7). However, if K is a one class field (or, weaker, 
the discriminant -D has one class per genus), then the condition (2.8) is a 
necessary and sufficient condition for 4n to be represented by the form 
x2 + Dy*, whenever n = p is a prime. This brings us to the concept of 
“numeri idonei” of Euler [BSh] (these are integers D > 0, for which the 
discriminant -D has one class per genus). These numbers were discovered 
by Euler in his studies of primality testing [DIl], who tabulated 65 of 
“numeri idonei”: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 18, 21, 22, 24, 25, 
28, 30, 33, 37, 40, 42, 45, 48, 57, 58, 60, 70, 72, 78, 85, 88, 93, 102, 105, 112, 
120, 130, 133, 165, 168, 177, 190, 210, 232, 249, 253, 273, 280, 312, 330, 345, 
357, 385, 408, 462, 520, 760, 840, 1320, 1365, 1848. 
There are exactly 65 of these numbers, at least assuming the (generalized) 
Riemann hypothesis. For each of the numeri idonei D, it only takes 
O(log n) operations to find a and b in the representation (2.7) of n, 
whenever x-,(n) = 1 and n is a suspect to be a prime. The corresponding 
algorithm requires the knowledge of J-0 mod p, and proceeds similar to 
the famous Hermite’s algorithm of the representation of a prime p = 1 mod 4 
as a sum of two squares [HW]. For an arbitrary D, one can find in O(log n) 
operation the representation (2.7) for a prime n = p, whenever this repre- 
sentation is possible, starting from the knowledge of J-0 mod p. There 
are various algorithms to compute square roots mod p [Kl, Chap. 4.6.2; 
Schl]. 
We left out the problem of determination of the sign of a in the 
representation (2.7), that determines n+ or n- in (2.3). Apart from the cases 
D = 1 and D = 3, a* is unique in the representation (2.7) (in the two 
former cases, there are 4 or 6 possible values of a, as many as there are 
roots of unity in K). 
Apparently, both values -t a and n + are achievable. If y* = PJ(x) or 
y* = P4(x) is a model of E/EP, then equations My* = Pj(x) or My* = 
P4(x), respectively, define elliptic curves E,, called twists of E, corre- 
sponding to an arbitrary integer M mod p. The trace (or eigenvalues) of a 
Frobenius FP of E,,,, differ by a multiplicative constant (M/p) from those of 
E, where (x/p) is the Legendre symbol. This way, after checking of some 
number of M, till we find a quadratic nonresidue, both values n * for a 
prime n = p, can be achieved for an elli tic curve of the form E,, having 
complex multiplications in K = Q( se -D). In case D = 1 or D = 3 all 
possible values of a can be achieved by considering all possible isogenies 
and twists of two elliptic curves: y * = x(x * - 1) and y * = x3 - 1 having 
complex multiplications by i and ifi, respectively. 
To construct an elliptic curve E having a complex multiplications in K 
one uses modular equations. If K is a one class field, then the curve E, 
having complex multiplication in K is defined over Q, see Heegner’s 
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equations in [GRl, Hell. Similar simple formulae exist for all numeri 
idonei (see Weber’s [Webl] and Watson’s tables and references in [Watl]). 
If D is arbitrary, one has to construct a modular equation directly. In 
examples below we used only numeri idonei D, to simplify the construction 
of the corresponding elliptic curve E, which is defined globally. The use of 
arbitrary complex multiplications in n * primality tests is one of the best 
methods to prove primality of fairly large probable primes. 
As much as Lucas-Lehmer tests were designed to test the primality of 
numbers iPIP = 2P - 1 or a. 2” - 1, the elliptic primality tests were de- 
signed by us to show the primality of elements in the following sequences 
generated by the three-term linear recurrences: 
s “, = Norm.,,( a0 . a;f + 1) 
( = Norm( aO) . Norm( ai) m + (~a(~;1 + &$.x:” + 1) (2.9) 
for two integers (Ye and (pi from K = Q(a). For any element s, of this 
sequence s, - is known explicitly: 
s; = Norm( a,,) . Norm( oi) m, 
and is readily factorizable. 
The sequences s, are cross-between sequences of powers and Lucas’ 
sequences for negative discriminants. If one wants to include Lucas’ se- 
quences with positive discriminants, Abelian varieties of CM type have to 
be used. The use of varieties with Abelian fields of complex multiplications 
significantly improves on the speed of primality proving, especially for 
numbers of special nature. 
For sequences s, with various “initial conditions” (Ye, (pi E K, the 
elliptic primality tests were implemented, and for Q, (pi with 
max(Norm(a,), Norm( oLi)) I 10, a search was conducted for primes s, 
with m of the order up to 500. Many interesting large primes were found. 
The simplest among the sequences s, corresponds to a Gaussian field 
K = Q(i) with initial conditions: -1 and 1 + i, i.e., 
3, = Norm((1 + i)“’ - 1) 
Of course, s,, can be prime only when m = p is a prime. Apparently, 
numbers s,, in this particular case are not new, but are connected with 
Aurifeuillian factorization [BLSTW]: 
24k-2 + 1 = (22k-’ - 2k + 1) * (22k-’ + 2k + 1). 
Indeed, 
s,=2P- 1 . 
i i 
2(P+w* + 1. 
P 
(2.10) 
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Here is the list of primes sp for p up to 2000: 
p = 2,3,5,7,11,19,29,47,73,79,113,151,157,163,167, 
239,241,283,353,367,379,457,997,1367. 
The prime s1367 has 825 digits. 
In Tables 1 and 2 we present results of the primality testing of elements 
of various sequences s,,,. In Table 1 prime values of S, are presented for 
various D and initial conditions (Ye, (or. The representation Primes 
[d, [a, b, c, e], I] means that we list prime values of S, for m in list I and 
d=D, a,,=a+bJ-D, a,=c+eJ-D. 
The values of S, in the list Primes [ . . . ] are followed by the value of m. In 
Table 2 we present prime values of the sequence sp from (2.10). 
3. LARGE PRIME GENERATION AND THE ELLIPTIC 
DIVISIBILITY SEQUENCES 
The sequences X, (or z,), generated by endomorphisms [nlF( .) of the 
algebraic group laws, are, in general, similar in their divisibility properties to 
Lucas’ sequences. We arrive thus to a particularly interesting problem of the 
factorization and primality of numbers in these sequences. To fix our ideas, 
let us consider the elliptic curve case. If the curve E/Q is given in the 
Weierstrass form y2 = 4x3 - g,x - g, with rational (integers) g,, g,, let 
us generate, starting from a rational point 
I, = (x, Y) 
on E(Q), the sequence 
2” = MEW, n20 
XII Y, 
-i I 
-- 
x11= z,ty . 
Because of the polynomial character of the law of addition on an elliptic 
cur=, X,,, Y,, and Z, are polynomials in X, Y, Z, and g,, g,. If we 
consider an elliptic function parametrization of E given by R = 
(g(u), S’(U)) with a Weierstrass elliptic function g(u), g( u)‘~ = 49( ~4)~ 
- g,9( u) - g,, and if u1 is a parameter such that 1, = (9( u,), .?F’( u,)), 
then ?,, = (9(n . u,), B’(n . ul)). 
Among the sequences X,, Y,, and Z, a true divisibility sequence (an 
analog of Lucas’ sequence) is only Z,,. This sequence Z,,, in a different form, 
was, in fact, considered by Lucas, who (wrongly) thought that it is related to 
solutions of linear recurrences, see Bell [Bl] for the discussion of Lucas’ 
claims. 
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Table 1 
VALUE = ((0 0) (1 17) (3 277) (5 6257) (9 3902417) (21 953674261440497) (37 1455 
19152283649482198804337) (69 3388131789017201356273293603494110082037857416817~ 
(301 490909346529772655309577195498627564297521551249944956511154911718710525472 
i~158564600978840373319522771873667136435609033386468567073552151329598376737943 
G92940457423686399338983897852226227lOl37562806891323697~~ 
P~i~~S2(1~C-1,1~2.11,C1,2.4.6,10.12,16.46,84,90,184,346]) 
VALUE = ((0 0) (I 5) ( 2 37) (4 1217) (6 31397) (10 19537957) (12 488278337) (16 
305174743297) (46 2842170943040400784S311~7720HH397) (84 10339757656912845935892 
6086508169636883754134321619172820417) (90 1615587133892632177483220101699226167 
792551344496818863790085157) (184 8156630584998155658387867636570684444626455322 
5862081846982955698833025824482922794605349202~3980439625685875~9872842777792044 
417) (346 1395248280373870827900126401739918163393444817898924146991120414036231 
245003342524017880886059780309630350408146208530557l0685630236904167964586610659 
75167527888961391785253369462707415329819686761716628234471431589330650872315680 
5038334120997)) 
Primes2~1.[1.1.2,1].[1,3,8,10,12,14 ,20.26,39.81.82.120.156.192.279,363~~ 
VALUE = ((0 0) (1 13) (3 233) (8 780869) (10 19537009) (12 488325349) (14 122071 
51889) (20 190734841020709) (26 2980232242093529329) (39 36379788070918335632223 
15113) (81 8271806125530276748714086921160406683561747733284~1762573~ (82 413590 
3062765138374357043460407537972770620752216070723249~ (120 150463276905252801019 
9982767644474467607894346625919081266229798131668368098897632709) (156 218952885 
05075266733183274738904939551254092841820558927582739036651133731562727494588179 
977645114011552131429) (192 3186183822264904554057760795535423611182203110385237 
57214777170677223046063032375107779124327929738369884959556739867924018960397714 
949) ~279.205902303578721156725558086938867558744335l832493849l30874563090841434 
43183003117036140143954093173472053823166493193439038l57218358390177726250417550 
3029377887519428104234166320585966155326558313~ (363 166326556250318387496486473 
29091050188463268493401100003613476921275034487287313032363425327053987898234723 
863956076271020291334734135058092811420903982606361233389392947247427535635770l2 
329758766803216884743037065809720033252478989835732243052189043454432013)) 
Primes2~1.[-l.-1,2.13.C2.3.6,7.8.14.38.48.50~230~2521~ 
VALUE = ((0 0) (2 53) (3 269) (6 31573) (7 156749) (8 781633) (14 12206910613) ( 
38 727595761418293909069928533) (48 7105427357601001942692704057000833) (50 1776 
35683940025046135002288169760693) (230 11591269220898191830411672692336373479273 
63993361809688266574705911744168779884169106292937597245060519747183829980376723 
90559320145019131972317138627742611179093) (252 27635739376302222801236325960961 
278627571201166196100432075851104539493770119766585508824623117953509l8779068032 
61244607788793282635022226337278722248195549630639273137244624353~~ 
Primes2~1,[0.2.2.1].[l,3,7,219,349.483]~ 
VALUE = ((0 0) (1 17) (3 457) (7 312617) (219 4747783872879899373736621134780978 
57711048291680997248313988999541450411532228903604621273903544852397314760350504 
1709326691112126504873644097474534514697) (349 348812070093467706975031600434979 
54084836120447473103674778010352405781125083563100447022151494507740758760203655 
2132639231194611646172396857385440981523503840871828804l833377607079428845093245 
8084448658055350389174772417778331014567617770246897~ (483 160166647614648073954 
36681721091811965871863840431840019594550492692698242873926393275913260803110879 
923405600554171588439272867379566524339244934701781708385l8713244993007184224410 
392381658201261536194021769738731860811b5094078699222103865355869666959908628460 
631922577764230205886198183918684287150742921839976045188296513586219032147657~~ 
Prlmes2(1,[2.0.2.1].[1.2,3.4.10.11.51,68.106,156.2731~ 
VALUE = ((0 0) (1 29) (2 113) (3 509) (4 2473) (IO 39061553) (II 195323069) (51 
1776356839400250464901678787443423869~ (68 1355252715606880542509318314777117450 
620912993193) (106 4930380657631323783823303533017413935651487279952913422217799 
501776‘8810033) (156 43790577010150533466366549477809879102508185683641l17854208 
162122970018262886115632139300005513922525225309033~ (273 2635549485807630806087 
~4351281750475192749034559212688751944075627703607274243989806259384261239893194 
807613137961778588997051416640110022020910787228783l270545123897525l378928305~70 
4290378909)) 
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Primes2(1.[-2,0,2.1],[1,2.5.6,7.9,23,53,55,89.102.233,2G3~) 
VALUE = ((0 0) (1 13) (2 89) (5 12653) (6 62969) (7 313613) (9 7815373) (23 4768 
3715962526093) (53 44408920985006261605648928641124992493) (55 11102230246251565 
40361450342558.226176653) (89 6462348535570528709932~~040679704~21000060~75156271 
0609112151773) (102 788HG0905::1U118054117:H5652827A6231424504~072693312528154667 
08143V5V283) (233 28978173052245479576029181730840933698184099~34045242206664367 
647793604217497104363423705341340102663698459l43527972l6534022414499372~287~1359 
2695787~l50073274773693~ (263 269880267346701334543323435r12512086597375011388633 
793281Y9073344276849384882584556160960948625225573943476l5652524374784l726911262 
624780644052733481946526283716587452117050013824897293)) 
Primes2(1.[1.1,3.21.[1,9,13.61.1731) 
VALUE = ((0 0) (I 29) (9 21209283869) (13 605750186396183) (61 17847380649136192 
3833099463283545771635365155554338667429467G632524829) (173 1030’33182069870963360 
3720189715704312188837037259979429913148l60856l243~62l07l34082275908079784348322 
54904318332821256927431847l725914177028554l753299544~~65G9008V827920~43606061174 
6307169000989)) 
PrimesZ(l,[l,-1,3.2],[1.2.6,11.13.19,27,58,1741) 
VALUE = ((0 0) (I 37) (2 373) (6 9647893) (I1 3584323911989) (13 605750254480837 
) (19.2923840580689034917109) (27 2385066585024981514413561883829) (58 812352328 
13546619860309268679811265367450803753996598543342457653) (174 13402113669083225 
2368483624663041560584548814843797325888709260911296l7l5073927430695~6805037l965 
73908969194608870867274532~73825341821144611170842132078641565218739780518301932 
5166424.30531931733)) 
Primes2(2,~0,-1,l,1].[1,3,5,9.13.15.47.63.73,297.319.3971) 
VALUE = ((0 0) (I 11) (3 59) (5 443) (9 39659) (I3 3188123) (I5 28708331) (47 53 
177628718281266273387) (63 2289122546861673553175489857451) (73 1351703972696350 
46900120233057044971) (297 i0140109559895435258616742769043578960478792268543513 
812702236302101407366228655520499002656568955788100277l9349462143355686701559073 
3999324779) (319 3182073825408694076576523357207762712774~3235359492342566723736 
76384799125367746154096617175159698127627350525114110467830678306940936676757746 
5281067947) (397 5225984524929875978701057153772947867989477749095356723l7564616 
36490433741913284560429110021~13798925753916993522046257026082690700675312~5050l 
189090206833074140688908663595318718847224l7563)) 
Primes2(l,~I.2.3,1].~1.3~6.15.23.74.93.237.308.3501) 
VALUE = ((0 0) (1 53) (3 4933) (6 4995553) (15 5000000132858113) (23 49999999999 
9140280799233) (74 50000000000000000000000000000000000004360l6560252471292941395 
01300492007473) (93 500000000000000000000000000000000000000000000013l0l717769570 
15577552300051374845370445405880331 (237 493999999999999999999999999999999999999 
9999999939999999999999999999999999999999999~999999993999~99999999999999999999999 
45839756515939352631974027456629501644l~96l710~~3491936656~207400403435543058~75 
370707266473205546250532508484493115393) (308 5000000000000000000000000000000000 
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooouooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000423~52~92477~22~90660l508223587179432756 
1178004-085162335263546315935587279~626427~9229309760705675005~5604747l4273905072 
68Y19953810082362557417095673413633) (350 5OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOGOOOOOO 
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
n00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000363324~72499924439824l6 
16754739973574964519853697183921279172Y265YYl0217753~1954l523709205234452)3~9049 
822733107521761661693230412462413062~252l3038775l52l585706783l59208640513)) 
Primes2(6.13.0.2.11,C1.4,5.6.7.10.12.16.31.W2,4141) 
VALUE = ((0 0) (I 103) (4 89449) (5 899473) (6 9003409) (7 90018913) (10 8999949 
2929) (I2 8999997871489) (16 89999999975966209) (31 8999999999999998686204263281 
~593) (232 899999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999 
99999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999~78l9665974325496239325l53~l307~0 
1793659268218982844363332034123224088814l9277877389499660l5666205~4l~15~66650l~4 
3089) (414 899999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999 
99999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999 
79999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999995530599344157955~21310 
3l2176019457367903162156220375178200512463734142732801599~258676534l6~8959820439 
1012566852276430544657259300135908918938954232322~94697l502323624722393844242543 
xEi017577572756977507893249~~ 
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PrimesZ(~~[-3~0~3.1].[l~2.3.4~G,7,~0~1~~30.53.55.8l.90,99.l~9,l8O.Z67.310.324.36 
01) 
VALUE = ((0 0) (1 73) (2 853) (3 8893) (4 89833) (6 9002113) (7 90011953) (lo 90 
000598273) (11 900001749313) (30 9000000000000005845076623491073) (53 9000000000 
00000000000000000425127297762254652432187393) (55 899999999999999999999999999923 
062626792848798406903070731 (81 899999999999999999999999999999999999999988642509 
5477592968R38291566705822622810113) (90 9OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOoo 
000004653278966031777658070654668572329474336489473) (99 89999999999999999999999 
9999999ggq9999999999999999828124159630153662505022l933052763979l6l90389829633) ( 
119 8999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999984225612747259561 
343511281069134642483429125727586433) (180 89'399999999999999999999999999 
~99999999q999999999993999999933939939339999999999999999999999878233l62l4287434O9 
A07051719404300190367790572~7842423~313029l50982~35682284726459744387073) (267 9 
90000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000~869l7l8999772l949020923529 
845971097518077878773302157904571822830163766668l3550G826100l9~50107137866376363 
133944000784402141363044353) (310 8999939993999999999999999999999999999999999999 
39999999999999999999999939999939999999993939999999999993933999999933999999999993 
~~99939999999999999999999999995769659044989567533979ll203l6600543083349620l514474 
687267853586728780222894299412735309246041227728513423778831248~8352662l225638l7 
6320574937817633649530273) (324 900000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
000000000000000000000000000000000050363866892970200576520780G8235732728973232821 
3134142863312294859613905658647538389271l0001692045317264357l77l224l720984o96~72 
~204978398169464942918408705652293633) (360 900000000000000000000000000000000000 
00000000~00000000000@00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000550576l239942548 
3811G5138375187A70450689988197:1556630l554360A364ll6619018810:3398434004A~896750 
9416838831302161878004415559138607630469063~~0G~75~9211652G2000724o05800393o3~64 
22273)) 
Primes2(6,[-3,0.2.I].~1.15,16.25.44,130.230.321.350.456]) 
VALUE = ((0 0) (I 79) (15 8999993857955329) (I6 90000000024033793) (25 900000000 
000187289586401291 (44 899999999999999999999983273706375007386468X,3) (130 90000 
0000000000000~0000000~~~~~~~~~~000~~~0000000000000000000000029~~~3~603~0923262~9 
8497266410018418653556105671546560280864A89473) (230 9OOOOOOOOOOoooOOOOooo~~~~OO 
0000b000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~00 
000000005512759198003764987400134141955053580314551725120976~3087274868917649047 
44227839899094869333913286779003647108841473) (321 9OoooOOoooooooOlJoooooooo~o~oO 
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000220772663467935l129447~90~59 
25214605056143817237818765287141572411570665709660461864314933l2l485663793404168 
23112869078272298905235554665797583445062239396036609) (350 90000000000000000000 
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000037733 
037355818033372904055300344545056439147365386495867096l7029l7797457874l233864680 
73031065306118603200679795810921631134545348679075048065562904988067490433580975 
27508303873) (456 90000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
000000209A0A8737320880l2652l023l745880264759379354l66265953838790658l36137743897 
088093090882097878644189200414695819239029807l71340704293986999612002387687l9274 
290466695394541571182753537932841264319l0970830949l8l92l50l88753359470593)) 
Prime52(fi,[O,-1.2,1],[1.3,4.9.11,17 ,23.45,65,71.173.303,387.4'36]) 
VALUE = ((0 0) (I 73) (3 60731 (4 59809) (9 6000153793) (II 5999995096331 (17 60 
0000000930341953) (23 6000000000015A7918057473) (45 6000000000000000000000127548 
035428978513805313) (65 6000000000000000000000000000000013407801343651018l74~288 
8674803713) (71 600000000000000000000000000000000a01:32206~852350454708l9536447 
85016833) (173 60000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
00000000O000000000000000l5477R6270214797947026646i68557525365l81G3279l5379062233 
8150616629Al6280733448l9OOlZlO96l93) (303 53939399999999999993999939999999393933 
39993373993999993999999999999999993993393339999999999999999999999999999999999999 
99993399999939999999999999999999999932~5Gl75d4792257l496ll46987797Zl973O79O5OO2l 
19417137574488224246577433522287456883684l~304l~~63l3482825l59425493787l654l675~ 
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30001341517G04721434352305569793) (387 53999993999999999999999999999999999999999 
9999933999999999999999999999999999999999~~999999999999999999999999999999999999999 
99999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999939999999999999999999992870238 
02707863839481568125779884375794602177036365l785~7~408367579696~553904532673 
2336403286683499971788394296898584657906~586428856893329232114976989984108843830 
330277038385996045433700353) (496 5999999999799999999939999999999999999999999999 
3939393399999939999999999999999399399993999399999993939999999~999999999999999993 
39933939999933999999999999999999999999999999999999999999939939999999999999999999 
39993999999939993999999939999993399999993984i84G22 95123386457786563744Gl90480225 
55017174G32825G680996967489048867255559386900G4G38l5227l036l56l73398244993075880 
310644631133538736909480203885063705314785227277503693380234l5l839059500063503i 
Note. Primes2(d, [a, b, c, e], I) lists pairs (p, sp) for values of sp when p is in list I. Here 
s,,, = N~rm,,~(a,a,” + l), where K = @&J-d), a0 = a + bJ-d, q = c + em. The list 
PrimesZ(. , I) contains all primes s, with m < sup(l). 
The sequence Z,, plays a particularly important role in the classical 
theory of elliptic functions, where it is known in different notations as 
I), = (-q-l * Z”. (3.1) 
Here, in the classical notations [T-M]: 
Table 2 
Prime~[2.3.5,7.11,19,~ 19,47,73,79,113,l51.l57,l63,l67,239.24l.283,353,367.379.457 
.997.13671) 
VALUE = ((2 5) (3 13) (5 41) (7 113) (11 2113) (19 525313) (29 536903681) (47 14 
0737471578113) (73 9444732965601851473921) (79 604462909806215075725313) (113 10 
384593717069655112945804582584321) (I51 2854495385411919762116496381035264358442 
074113) (157 182687704666362864775461208552445184771578920961) (I63 116920130986 
472233456294834974335426L5764159168513) (167 1870722095783555735300716392448711I 
2681892570202113) (239 88342353238919216479164875037145925G584513952652~9360615~ 
996040365965313) (241 353369412955676865916659500148583702899651l~0218l40617043~ 
598282024550401) (283 1554135113780583256735569525458815125313926028760341580267 
0284661f3408024437320444EIO5)3) (353 183479889279205720928865671624166955263725l9~ 
133462487983387681068592757l391450007077l5004725386l52~948672l) (367 30061345055 
505065316985351638903513950008736626026494342601331570226853348093632~328948524E 
55350568033150042113) (379 123131269363732747538372000312948~9314087418522020452 
0837475344431652547555024677876249778962497737069179202636323133325313) (457 37214142683 
93507279612537896386583215890643766719068468G4l229~19804~64527957663~79225363~~~ 
2096416093892885467378676180365036503207~832272896~) (997 13393857589828341511855313 
11325002263201756014631917oo93o46879854687985462V38813306170153l16497973519619822659493 
3411469414335314839316071153925544980721968389585457957690427~803546802604812520 
8904713757765805163872455056995809556627l8322233732~039422584942896842901774597~ 
0646216235722952074488l3l4972303361) (1367 32210’38797485605085558716927989721778 
9935175791251931715455317553883203115618344044164938531~421~4~~?~057796567748292 
Note. Prime(l) lists pairs (p, sp) for all prime values of sp = 2* - (2/~)2(J’+‘)/~ + 1 for 
p -=z 2500. 
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where a(u) is the Weierstrass u-function, and u (= ui) is a parameter in the 
parametrizations of 2,: I, = (9(u), 9’(u)). The sequence 1c/, satisfies the 
famous three-term nonlinear recurrence [CAl]: 
with #0 = 0, $i = 1. The recurrence (3.3) follows from the three-term law 
of addition for u-functions: 
c a(z + a)a(z - a)o(b + c)u(b - c) = 0. (3.4) 
u.h.c 
Another way to see (3.3) (or (3.4)) is to use the identity 
4 + rbJ(z -Y) 
m24Y)’ 
=.9(y) - 9(z). (3.5) 
Ward [Wl] was the first to study in detail the divisibility properties of the 
sequence #,,. Ward [Wl] called a solution II/, of the recurrence (3.3) an 
“elliptic divisibility sequence” whenever initial conditions #2, #s, G4 are 
integers and Ic/2]$4. If #, is an “elliptic divisibility sequence,” then 
#,I+, whenever m 1 n (3.6) 
-the divisibility property. Among the elliptic divisibility sequences there 
are singular elliptic divisibility sequences corresponding to degenerate el- 
liptic curves, and they have the form: (a) #, = U,, for Lucas sequence from 
Example 1.6(2) with integers P and Q = 1; (b) 4, = (n/3) or (- 8/n) for 
Jacobi symbols (m/n); (c) \c/,, = n. The general elliptic divisibility sequence 
#,, has, according to Ward [Wl], the form (3.2) for some elliptic curve E 
defined over aS (i.e., having rational g, and gs) and a rational point 
Z1 = (@(u),P(u))on E(Q). 
The laws of apparition of primes p in the elliptic divisibility sequence 4, 
in (3.2) follow from the properties of the Frobenius Fp of E. For example, 
the rank of apparition r(p) of p in 4, always exists. The rank 7(p) is 
equal to the order of the point Zimod p in E (mod p), and divides 
/VP = p + 1 - up, whenever p is a prime of good reduction (i.e., E (mod p) 
is an elliptic curve). Unfortunately, these simple rules for the law of 
apparition escaped Ward’s attention in [Wl-W3]. 
According to the divisibility property (3.6) and the definition (3.2), the 
number JI,, may be a prime only when n = p is a prime (at least when n is 
relatively large) and Z1 is one of the generators of the Mordell-Weil group 
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of E(Q) (i.e., j;i is not divisible in E(Q)). Thus we are led to an interesting 
way of generating large numbers $, suspect of being prime. The numbers 
#p are indeed large for a small p, because the absolute values of the integers 
J/,, grow as 
c”* * (1 + O(l)), 
where the constant c > 1 is related to the Neron-Tate height of .?r on 
E(Q). 
It was always the most challenging problem to generate the “largest” 
prime by means of some simple arithmetic expression. That is why, after all, 
Fermat numbers F, = 22’ + 1 were invented. Unfortunately, large Fermat 
numbers are either composite or too big to be checked for primality. 
Mersenne numbers [Kl, Tul, Slol] require too much sieving to produce a 
good candidate. The growth of elements in the elliptic divisibility sequence 
is less impressive than for Fermat numbers, but much faster than for 
Mersenne, so it takes only a hundred or so iterations to generate a truly 
gigantic number, and so there are only a few candidates for primality to be 
checked. Perhaps, these numbers can be used to generate extremely big 
primes. 
In dealing with the elliptic divisibility sequences, one often finds 4, 
divisible by small primes, particularly by p = 2 or p = 3. This is usually a 
consequence of nonminimality of the Weierstrass model for E/Q. In order 
to dismiss apparent divisors of $J,, it is preferable to deal with the minimal 
model of E/Q. It should be noted that the minimal model of E/Q does not 
always have the Weierstrass form, and the most general expression for the 
equation, defining the minimal model for E/Q, particularly a suitable one 
for p = 2,3 is 
y2 + qxy + a,y = x3 + u2x2 + UqX + U6 (3.7) 
for (rational) integers a,, u2, u3, u4, u6, see Tate [T3]. In the case of an 
elliptic curve equation (3.7) it is better to use the form 2, of an elliptic 
divisibility sequence (3.1) rather than 4,. Moreover, to rid ourselves from 
spurious divisors of Z,,, that correspond to the common factors of X, and 
Z,,, it is more convenient to introduce the following new sequences. For a 
rational point E1 = ( Xi’/Zi2, Yi’/Z;3) on (3.7) written in the irreducible 
form (i.e., in a form such that for no 1 > 1, flZ;, I:]Xr’, and I:]Y{), we 
multiply 5C1 by n in the group law of E: 
q = [&(q) = x,l r,: i I z;’ z,13 ’ (3.8) 
where (XL/Z;‘, Y,,‘/ZL3) is written in the irreducible form. To obtain the 
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irreducible form of I,, it is enough to look an the g.c.d. of X,,, Y,, and Z,,. 
The sequence Z,l is the most appropriate normalized version of the elliptic 
divisibility sequence (3.2). It is particularly advisable to start with an 
integral point 5i on E(Q). 
Similar to the general Weierstrass equation (3.7) of E, it is possible to 
consider other versions of the elliptic divisibility sequences generated by 
different models of elliptic curves. For example, Ward [W2] considers the 
elliptic divisibility sequences arising from the Jacobi form of an elliptic 
curve (see Sect. 4). His sequences A,, B,,, C,, and D,, are associated with 
multiplication law for Jacobi’s elliptic functions sn, cn, and dn (e.g., 
sn m/m u = B,,/A,, cn nu/cn u = CJA,, dn nu/dnu = D,,/A,). 
There exist various generalizations of elliptic divisibility sequences for 
arbitrary algebraic group laws. Moreover, if a ring of endomorphisms of a 
formal group law F, corresponding to a given algebraic law of addition, is 
larger than h, then one can introduce a sequence X, = [a]~:( X) for 
1y E End,(F). In particular, Abelian varieties of CM type with complex 
multiplications in the order 0 of a CM-field K generate a sequence X, for 
(Y E 0. These sequences give rise to divisibility sequences corresponding to 
the division in 0. 
The case of elliptic curves with complex multiplications was considered 
in [W3, Dl] for lemniscate and equianharmonic elliptic curves (these are 
curves with complex multiplication by i and ifi, respectively). One can 
introduce the elliptic divisibility sequences #,: p E 0 for an arbitrary 
elliptic curve E with complex multiplications m the imaginary quadratic 
field K, and the ring of integers 0 of K. To do so we have to change the 
u-function a(u) in (3.2) to a &function more appropriate in the complex 
multiplication case [Ll]. Let E be an elliptic curve with complex multipli- 
cation in the imaginary quadratic field K, and defined over Q.’ Let L be 
the lattice of periods of E, i.e., L = Q . 0, where 6 is an order in K. 
Following Eisenstein and Weil [W4], one introduces a value of a nonholo- 
morphic Eisenstein series: 
G2( L) (= s2( L)) = liio c O-~/WI-~‘. 
s>o OGL w#O 
Then we define a normalized u-function of E [Ll]: 
(qu) = u(u) . e-wM~)~u2~ (3.9) 
Only in cases g, = 0 or g, = 0 (the lemniscate and equianharmonic cases 
above), s2( L) = 0, and e(u) = a(u). For an arbitrary E the laws of 
‘This effectively leaves us with 9 one-class fields. However, these arguments can be 
generalized for arbitrary E and K. 
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complex multiplication imply that, for an arbitrary integer p (,u E O), the 
expression 
def e(pu) 
\clp= 
fw 
Norm(p) (3.10) 
(for a norm Norm(p) of p in K/Q) is a polynomial in 9’(u), S’(u) with 
integral coefficients from K. According to the identity (3.4) the new se- 
quence #,, satisfies the same three term nonlinear recurrence (3.3): 
(or its variations [Dl], where “1” is replaced by a root E of unity in K). The 
sequence I/J, is now an elliptic divisibility sequence in 0, i.e., JI,, divides Jill, 
if p]n is in 0. 
The sequence I,!J, contains as a subsequence #,, from (3.2). This implies 
additional divisibility properties for the original elliptic divisibility sequence 
$,,, whenever E has complex multiplication in K. For example, $I, can be 
prime for a prime n = p only when p stays prime in K. If p splits in K: 
p = 7~ . r* for primes ?r and V* in K, then I/J,, . +!I,,* is a rational integer 
that divides #,. Hence together with possible suspect for primality #, for 
nonsplit unramified p, we obtain a new divisibility sequence and new 
suspects for primality 
for primes, V, V* in K. The numbers $, are extremely interesting (they 
have no counterparts in the degenerate case), their only deficiency being 
small growth in p: the absolute value of +p growth as cP’(l+“(l)). 
In the relation to the Little Fermat theorem 1.5 one notices that se- 
quences Xp = [EL] E( X,) for p E 0 can be also used to test the primality of ~1 
or n = Norm(p). Moreover there are additional relations connecting eigen- 
values of the Frobenius with the Frobenius map. The fundamental relation, 
that belongs to Eisenstein [El] is the following: If p = 7~ . r* splits in K, 
the up = Tr( r) and Np = p + 1 - up = Norm(r - 1) (with a proper nor- 
malization of r). Then 
[nlE(X) = XPmod 7r (3.11) 
(the Lubin-Tate multiplication formula, see [HAl]). The statement (3.11) 
can be used together with an ordinary Little Fermat theorem and has to be 
considered as a part of n * primality tests of Sec. 2 (Proposition 2.7). 
As much as a sequence 4, is similar to the Mersenne sequence Mp or 
Lucas’ numbers Up, one can introduce elliptic analogs of more general 
binomial numbers ab” + 1. These numbers can arise for an elliptic curve 
E/Q having rank of the Mordell-Weil group E(Q) at least two. Namely, let 
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Table 3 
E110ivSeq4~~l,2.7].69,~11.17.731.[2~) 
VALUE = ((0 0) (II 7000351) (17 -14984370728756449) (73 20919675095241326954I344 
l3~00094i~209i7~188767802038~2700329383431l490723l31l4298766l4448055717l1975948 
0610577209919548383985755706869007311705024552095954538745907830781833850163306 
908643896007189999876352936926787881606773~34439502256827l60909985l169140846790 
4182747650460213797099952398914730644801)) 
EllDivSeq4~[l.5.21,39.17,43l.C21) 
VALUE = ((0 0) (7 -15383) (43 1454954020626402398 2269226363194801409688505396224 
60056971895491928047207096969l99252267078l06652094353203923893731761934453206627 
48932180657859657196975091836843)) 
ElIDivSeq4([1.1.61.43,[13.23,43.43~471,~21) 
VALUE = ((0 0) (13 56979431) (23 268618 29566699646344634101) (43 617244596677482 
2413122121701725270474609302328655131766l0862985485421G45925165570685l8l1) (47 I 
729671144113805335010885800849044354706608863764184826l8422439073999283476804423 
29614658487833649261137799)) 
El10ivSeq4([1.1.10].57,[13.41.611,[21) 
VALUE = ((0 0) Cl3 10055322559) (41 -2418655761060116246991264324093432609028173 
592165831486623757973H83915709~7~72986350325293342662G20l52049) (61 -10155350880 
831525025709~4471616523686571050103864R3V54506360458996537336629807762566l3l7097 
315189863736505361954095457488349900801:l167442787~6517555~7536613939~9007346688 
899625417031107201787065053655l265236176556G6V2l4V82505212801)) 
EllDivSeq4([I.I.-2l,G7.113.23.G1,71l.7ll~~2l) 
VALUE = ((0 0) (13 -lOGOI) (23 7018757053:13) (61 -121:‘G61413004723341305019729 
64226244915131019581Y3860727823875G150082V336 25087447G22886433) (71 311629949833 
85~30045572’64494315l7769l098206128992l~~4l 221G4714538746452737027801342318458035 
069970783987329090790197:918501)) 
E110ivSeq4~[1,1.-91,75,[47,791,C21) 
VALUE = ((0 0) (47 3040758533531507749780657904535585752V64020450275653815193753 
257355546512643740515173015341722088490784425l267863859385530l24008l6399) (79 40 
8118717998924253300927974853886356738369078l5702068765l6045629734366597680889035 
76329135965737562280861914175273195124713635637699l77l6l669624767579256004603195 
06511975394448822448033815036620188501812891959665l35424309462904365924302636574 
80520155816678144277291089725341104369190943242068503905650l12230314100914472099 
14562947223122406113819207292867002658478927583726559)) 
E11DivSeq4~[1.4,11,75,[7l.791.[21) 
VALUE = ((0 0) (71 -2814669251142353715097477580963447830l493l4l4567325825066538 
675399448~216~6~369844663143928600542G94424923004324495l36480l949763960826l13934 
43006143863458296572:87386532690277194440534V86889~2655600l3~08l8l8l70036657l357 
6650543807668024867296598874416285767704094945l807960876037006640689977922056884 
954424436208958569938495573263281030214657030884l782074244749779720924675668993~ 
(79 -40213948648054222930039701215464487302270V8768857037844l523874364l6358l476 
1806555604876111090854364702216442709334621495109309969850l409851808069205l15477 
7888278607321697661769556696097669609766702l065568484899479664933760930l28247l4~7 
77569536033943907248599249472105523330073lS62822672l7206083652l485~6602884l830)6 
30936853891563140511436202553324577967760036357~623775528476498258029G2619503l0~ 
51444298576912637061478866239763626362635007l~6232l7660G6824V44l593957l73478849)) 
El1DivSeq4([1.4,31.67,C13.53.711.~21) 
‘VALUE = ((0 0) 113 -3165347956951) (53 62335575386989857680644890089298745973463 
89414118825813494014471409873241547561329395799~3l7314~853085~78670l319285l36554 
3695441811440605930868941677157l6825006825 06568538126486210940259084665406490962 
902359’38819) (71 -51541404295193476820000798409673786548608940698894066994245939 
32930515309702594968124857302500223243939734066747~l2074458535l6687l~3633743l268 
1164918602188572576709897460066847460265552~l682738l5435228l40l03008288644279532 
4704575299031974408764334777169015251356l426V596594324~57377377l9943~~5402364843 
1806875498716274614524559111659741955V08891629l36252303~36128045010~~434l5976l)) 
EI1DivSeq4([2,1,4].67.[711.I21) 
VALUE = ((0 01 (71 10597810243878468625579173244055V082662250234l187493037233299 ..~ 
580816032293084~0569l8l89237970098909351438V659875908G5l52970~85366414849Y5l4405 
36332242462853013485295743171957083010280542642825629l~2467656065250703l73825l71 
77726289186251135498280678120761419208976554123318494879)) 
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,AL”E = ((0 0) (4, -868555885929119048950561724811766664408~389681716394213642383 
;9123116967765315537677070697716G0508063378G466300318l033875069633279044l7914520 
~62~663340568417262G2611680364893:5:546995862l95374577S4943700752700626628207798 
~6020571557392280693593003677794456069555l63842Y877G37252573Gl483802541107738824 
360071826711253729412374314811149352090231l9606440723689843134621956274228708784 
116446465947378G52353G009150054386443427Y284l0341658095lY547361950G53 
1a660119505528954087117151945570221664623l253lllY)) 
JALLIE = ((0 0) (29 7706384527435118487611588187441780876357880993385410644362541 
?736488080408271481479954279935840851773l1432442790489l8242297417110196130637730 
311971208715504684793436661997077692235235983Yl175270272018883097104l18586886082 
~9655294444371753365024~82966495497577~G020392482572428097686549)) 
Note. EIlDivSeq4([&, 43, $,,I. N, 1,121) lists pairs (m, 4,) for primes and “probable 
primes” 4, in the elliptic divisibility sequence with initial terms $J,, = 0, & = 1, #2, &, $4 
and m < N + 4 for m from I. Similarly EllDivSeq4(/(d, x, y), N, 1,[2]) lists as (m, $,,,) 
“probable primes” $,, with m in I for a point (x, y) on y2 = x3 - d. Typically we checked 
the range m < 100. 
,C, and 1, be two points from E(Q) that are linearly independent over Z. 
Let us consider 
where T,,, r2 is written in an irreducible form. Then the numbers Z,,,, are 
the analogs of ab” k 1. The divisibility of numbers Z,,, r2 by various (small) 
primes p follows from the relations between fIrnod p and I,mod p in E 
(mod p). Again the number Zn,,* 
n’+O(l) 
has an absolute value that grows as 
Cl2 and is suitable to check for possible primality. 
In Table 3, we present primes and “very probable primes” among 
elements of the elliptic divisibility sequences $,, Z;, and Z;+,, and also $I~ 
(for E with complex multiplication in the last case). Primality of numbers 
was checked here using Rabin’s probabilistic algorithm [RAl]. We did not 
try (till the moment the paper was completed, June 12, 1985) our primality 
test from Section 2 to check the primality of large numbers from Table 3. 
For the fast computation of I/I, one can use methods of Section 4 of 
efficient computation of n th multiple I,, = (X,/Z,‘, Y,/Z,‘) of f, = (X, Y). 
An alternative approach is to use the recurrence (3.3) directly to obtain the 
following formulas: 
These formulas allow us to compute (G2,,+r, $2n+2,. . . , $2,1+9) starting 
from (J/,z-l, #,,..., $n+6). This method is similar to the binary method of 
multiplication applied to [n]~(z) in Section 4. 
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The total number of multiplications to compute 1c/,, do not exceed 
20 [log,n], starting from &, #3, #4. In fact, the recurrent formulas (3.12) 
can be used mod p, instead of conventional addition formulas of Section 4. 
4. EXPLICIT FORMS OF LAWS OF ADDITION ON ELLIPTIC 
CURVES AND THEIR COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION 
The key problem in the computer implementations, is to generates 1,, 
from I, as cost efficiently as possible. This problem is an obvious counter- 
part to the classical problem of evaluation of powers x” (or exponentia- 
tions). As it is well known, that problem is polynomial in n. The same is 
true for the problem of generating nth multiple Z,, of 2, using only 
algebraic operation of I G+ y (a general addition) and of E + I (a 
duplication). 
Methods of fast evaluations of powers can be used here (see the discus- 
sion in [Kl, Ch. 4.6.21). For example, the simplest binary methods (right- 
to-left or left-to-right) require [log,n] additions and v(n) duplications, 
where v(n) is the number of “1” in the binary expansion of n, to compute 
x”,, from 2,. More sophisticated addition chains methods guarantee that 
[log,n] + o(n) additions are sufficient. 
The crucial problem becomes the choice of the model of an algebraic 
group variety, where computations mod p are the least time consuming. We 
discuss various models for elliptic curve case. We remind the main quantity: 
NP = P,(l) (= p + 1 - a,)-the order of the group E (mod p)-is in- 
variant under birational transformations and isogenies of the elliptic curve 
over the minimal ground field. 
It is preferable to use models of elliptic curves lying in low-dimensional 
spaces, for otherwise the number of coordinates and operations is increas- 
ing. This limits us (up to obvious transformations) to 4 basic models of 
elliptic curves. These are: 
4.1. (a) The Weierstrass model 
y2 = x3 + ax + b. 
(This form is sufficient instead of a more general equation (3.7)). 
(b) The Jacobi model 
v2 = u4 + au2 + 6. 
(c) The Jacobi form representing the curve as an intersection of two 
quadrics in the 3-space: 
x2 + y2 = 1, 
k2. x2 + z2 = 1, 
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parametrized by the Jacobi elliptic function (sn(u, k) : cn(u, k): 
dn(u, k) : 1). 
(d) The cubic form, that can be reduced, after fractional transforma- 
tions, to the canonical homogeneous (Hessian) form [Cleb]: 
x3 + y3 + z3 = Dxyt. 
If one uses an affine model, then, perhaps, the Weierstrass model (a) is the 
most attractive. The rational expression for the laws of addition and 
duplication on (a) is the following: 
If (xi, yi) and (x2, y2) are two points on the elliptic curve E in the form 
4,1(a), then the expression for addition on the curve (a) (xi, yi) eE. (x2, y2) 
= (x3, v3) is 
x3= -(x,+x,)+m2 
Y, = -Y, + 41 - x3) (4-l) 
with m defined as 
(9 m = (y2 - yl)/(x2 - x1) when (x1, YJ # (x2, y2); 
W m = (3~: + a)/@~) when (x1, YJ = (x2, y2) 
(the formula (ii) defines the duplication case). 
These formulae (4.1) (Euler and Abel) require an inversion mod p, if you 
treat these expressions mod p. We found that inversion is very costly-an 
obvious implementation of inversion mod p requires 0(log2p) operations 
[Kl]. There are, though some arguments for using the rational form of the 
law of addition. For example, Montgomery [MO11 proposes a different 
implementation of mod n arithmetic and notes that the inversion of k 
numbers mod n can be reduced to the inversion mod n of their product only 
and to several mutiplications mod n. 
Nevertheless, we found it preferable to use a projective (homogeneous) 
form of elliptic curve equations, where the addition laws are polynomial. 
4.2. (a) For the Weierstrass equation (a), the traditional choice of the 
homogeneous coordinates is x = X/Z2, y = Y/Z3, i.e., (E,‘, h): Y2 = X3 
+ aXZ4 + bZ6. In these notations, the expression for the sum of two 
points f, = (X,/Z:, Y/Z:) and z2 = (X,/Z;, Y,/Zz) on the elliptic 
curve (E,‘,,) is the following: f1 eE; b z2 = x”1,2, where x”1,2 = 
Wl,2/Z~,2~ K,2/Z:2) and 
Xl,, = -2Y,Y,W+ (U, + U2)(X,X2 + uW2) + 2bW4, 
Y - z,( ul + 3u2)( U&Z, - x-32) 1,2 - 
+Z,(3U, + U,)( X;Yl - uS,Z,) + 4bW3( S, - S,), 
Z 1,2 = u, - u,, (4.2i) 
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with U, = XiZz, U, = X,Z:, Si = YiZ,‘, S, = Y,Zl, W = Z,Z,, provided 
that U, f U, or S, # S,. If U, = U, and S, = S, (i.e., in the duplication 
case) we put 
Xl,, = T, 
Y,,, = -8Y; + M(S - T), 
Z 1.2 = 2Y,Zl 
with S = 4X,Y,2, M = 3X: + aZf, T = -2s + M2. 
(4.2ii) 
Expressions (4.2i)-(4.2ii) are symmetric and very convenient to use in the 
global case (say, over Z), because we remove common factors between X1,2, 
5.2, and Z,,2. However, the number of operations in (4.2i) is excessive and 
the law (4.2i) for addition depends on a and b. The duplication formula 
(4.2ii) is, on the other hand, quite efficient. It requires 9 multiplications (to 
generate Y:, Yf, S, Z1,2, Z:, 214, M, T, Yi,2) and one multiplication by a. 
The last multiplication can be disregarded, whenever in the general form of 
the Weierstrass equation (Ei b) one puts a = 1. It is even smarter to put 
a = -3 in (4.2ii), though it might impair the generality of the Weierstrass 
equation (E,‘, b) (it does not impare the generality for the purposes of Sect. 
5). If a = - 3, then to compute (4.2ii) one needs only 8 multiplications to 
generate Y:, Yf, S (through XiYt), Z:, M = 3 . (X, - Z:) . (X, + 
Z:), Y,Z, (and thus Z,,,), M2 (and thus T), M. (S - T) (and thus Xi,,). 
To repair the situation with (4.2i) we can refer directly to (4.1) and not 
remove common factors Z, . Z, in the numerators and denominators of 
(4.1). Then instead of (4.2i) we obtain the following expressions: 
%,2 = (X,/Z,‘? WZ33)Y 
X3 = -(U, + U,) . P2 + R=, 
Y, = -S, . P3 + R . (VI . P2 - X3), 
z, = z, . z, . P (4.3i) 
with U, = X,Z,‘, U, = X,Z,‘, S, = Y,Z,‘, S, = Y,Z,‘, when 
Pz’U,- U,#O or Rfffs,-SIZO. 
The form (4.3i) of the general addition formula does not depend on the 
form of the Weierstrass equation (Ei, h). It requires I7 multiplications. There 
is a way to reduce the number of multiplications, if to notice that (4.3i) is 
not symmetric in the definition of Y, (as the expression of y, is not in (4.1)). 
An obvious symmetrization of (4.3i) gives the following different expression 
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for Y, in (4.3i), leaving X, and 2, without changes, 
2Y, = R . (-2R2 + 3P2(U, + U,)) - P3(S, + S,). (4.3i’) 
This reduces the number of multiplications only to 16 in the general 
addition formula (4.3i)-(4.3i’). We do not know, whether this number is the 
best possible in the representation x = X/Z2, y = Y/Z3 of (a). On the 
other hand, we can use a simple homogeneous model of (a): x = X//Z’, 
y = Y’/Z’, i.e. (E,‘:,): Y”Z’ = X’3 + uX’Z’~ + bZ’3. In these notations 
the sum of two points zz, = ( Xi’/Zi, Y[/Z;) and ??2 = (Xi/Z;, Y;/Z;) on 
(E,“,) is z1 eEybz2 = Xi,*, where )?i 2 = (Xi’2/Zi,2,Yr’2/Z;,2) and 
Xi,, = P’ . (-(U; + U;) . P’2 + W’R”), 
2Y/,, = R’ . (-2W’ . RI2 + 3(U; + U;) . Pt2) - P’3( Si + S;), 
z;., = W’ * P’3 (4.4i) 
with lJ/ = X/Z;, U,l = XiZi, S; = Y/Z;, S,l = Y;Zi, W’ = Zi . Zi when 
P’EfU;- U;+Oorwhen 
R’ffSi - 5’; z 0. 
The duplication formula (when P’ = 0 and R’ = 0) is 
X’ 1.2 = (2Z;Y,‘) * [ (3Xi2 + aZi2)’ - 4(2ZiY/) * XiY/] 9 
Y/,2 = - Yi2. (2ZjY/)2 + (3Xi2 + UZ;‘) 
X (6(2Z[Y{) * X{Y/ - (3Xi2 + nZ[2)2), 
Z’ 1,2 = (2z;Y;)3. (4.4ii) 
It takes 14 multiplications in formulas (4.4i), and it takes 12 multiplica- 
tions in duplication formulas (4.4ii) including one multiplication by a. If, as 
above, one puts a = - 3, then the number of multiplications in (4.4ii) 
decreases to IO (one computes ZjY/, (ZiYi’)2, (ZjYi’)3, ZjY,12, 
ZiY/2Xi, (Xi - Z;) ’ (Xi + Z;), (Z;Y/2Xi)2, Yi.2, ( Xi2 - Zi2)2, Xi,,). 
There is a discrepancy between the number of operations in the addition 
formulas (4.3i), (4.2ii) and (4.4i)-(4.4ii) for two representations of points x”: 
of (x, y) = ( X/Z2, Y/Z3) and of (x, y) = (X,/Z’, Y’/Z’) from equations 
of the elliptic curve in the Weierstrass form (a): 16-17 multiplications 
versus 14 multiplications in the general addition formula and 8-10 multipli- 
cations versus lo-12 multiplications in the duplication formula, Since 
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duplication occurs as often as general addition (at least in the binary 
method of exponentiation), the laws of addition (4.3i), (4.2ii) are preferable. 
However, to achieve better results (on average) we propose to mix both 
representations of (x, v). Namely, in the form (x, y) = ( X/Z2, Y/Z3), we 
suggest to write addition formulas involving (X, Y, Z, Z2, Z3) as 5 vari- 
ables. This obviously corresponds to a particular parametrization of the 
Jacobian of the elliptic curve by means of d-functions of the third order (see 
below for cubic curves). Expressions for the law of addition are again based 
on (4.2ii) and (4.3i). Let the data ui = (Xi, Yi, Z,, 212, Z:), u2 = 
(X2, Y2, Z,, 222, Z,‘) correspond to fi = (X,/Z:, Y,/Z:), z2 = 
(X,/Z,‘, Y,/Zi). Then the data ui eE u2 = (X3, Y,, Z,, 232, Z,‘) corre- 
sponding to zi Cl+; b z2 = (X,/Z,‘, Yj/Z:) are 
X3 = -(lJ, + U,) . P2 + R2, 
2Y, = R . ( -2R2 + 3P2(UI + U,)) - P3(S, + S,), 
z, = z, * z, * P, 
z3’ = 232, z3’ = z-j (4.5i) 
with U, = Xi . (Z,‘), U, = X2 * (Zf), S, = Yi . (Zi), S, = Y2 . (Z,“), P = 
U, - U, # 0, R = S, - S, # 0. 
In the case U, = U,, S, = S, we put 
x, = -2s + M2, 
Y3 = -8Yf + Me (3s - M2), 
z, = 2Y,Z,, 
z,z = 232, z3’ = z3’ (4Sii) 
with S = 4X,Y:, M = 3X: + a * (Zz)2. 
The addition formulas (4Si) require 14 multiplications, and a storage of 
quintiplet (X, Y, Z, Z2, Z3), instead of a triplet (X, Y, Z). The duplication 
formulas (4.5ii) require IO multiplications and one multiplication by a. If, as 
above, one puts a = - 3, then we need only 9 multiplications in (4.5ii). Of 
course, there are plenty of additions and one can notice that formulas 
(4.5i)-(4.5ii) are just another way to represent (4.3i) and (4.2ii). We are not 
sure that (4.5i)-(4.5ii) give any significant practical improvement over (4.2ii) 
and (4.3i). 
4.2. (b)-(c) Jacobi models (b) or (c) in some respects are preferable 
to (a). In dealing with Jacobi models one uses a large body of addition 
formulas for Jacobi e-functions e,(z), B2(z), e,(z), and e,(z) [Jacl]. 
Many of these addition formulas can be used directly to derive algebraic 
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laws of addition, whenever an elliptic curve is represented as an intersection 
of two (arbitrary) quadrics. In general, projective coordinates for such an 
imbedding are given by (e,(z) : e,(z) : 6,(z) : e,(z)). The relation with the 
Jacobi’s elliptic functions is given by 
sn(~, k) = (em ~4(4)/(~,(0) . e4WL 
cn(~, k) = (e,(o) , e,(W(e,(o) . e,(z)), 
drib, k) = (e4(o) ~4~4M~,(o) . e,(z)), (4.6) 
for z = u/~,(O)~ and for 
k2 = e,(o)‘/e,(o)“. 
To represent the laws of addition for the Jacobi model (c), parametrized 
by (sn( U, k) : cn(u, k) : dn(u, k) : l), in the polynomial form we introduce 
homogeneous coordinates: 
sn(u, k) = S/T, 
cn(u, k) = C/T, 
dn(u, k) = D/T. (4.7) 
In these notations, the Jacobi form (c) of the elliptic curve E (= Ep) is 
described by the equations: 
(Ekz): S2 + C2 = T2, k2S2 + D2 = T2. (4.8) 
In the notations (4.7), the rational form of the laws of addition for sn, cn, 
dn [Jacl; T-M] are represented in=the following polynomial form. 
Let xi = (S,, C,, D,, TJ and X2 = (S,,C,, D,, T2) be two points on the 
elliptic curve (Ep) (4.8). Then the sum X3 = F1 eEkl F2 of ?r and F2 is 
defined as 
~~ = (S,, C,, 4, T,), 
where 
S, = TIC2 . S,D, + DlS2 . C,T,, 
C, = TIC,. C,T, - DlS2. S,D,, 
D, = T,D,T,D, - k2 . S,C,S2C2, 
T3 = ( T,C2)2 + ( D,S2)2. (4.9i) 
The formulas (4.9i) have a tremendous advantage of being universally 
valid as general addition formulas, and simultaneously as duplication for- 
mulas, when Fi = z2 (i.e., no limit analysis as F2 + X, is necessary, as it is 
necessary for the Weierstrass model (a)). Nevertheless, since a duplication 
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formula plays a special role in the fast schemes of multiplication, we present 
it separately: 
The duplication F3 = ??i ET++ Fl of Fi = (S,, C,, D,, Ti) on (E,,) is 
defined as: 
yj = (&, C,, D,, T,), 
where 
S, = 2 - C,T, .D,S,, 
C, = (C,T,)2 - (D,T,j2 + (C,D,)2, 
D, = (D,Tl)2 - (C,T,j2 + (c,D,j2, 
TV = (D,T,)~ + (c,T,)~ - (c,D,)~. (4.9ii) 
The number of multiplications in the duplication formula (4.93 is 8 on& 
CC,?, 4% C,T, . D,S,, W,TJ2, D,T,, C,D,, (Wd2, (C,DJ2), 3 of 
which are squaring. Perhaps (?), this is the most efficient duplication 
formulas which do not depend on the coefficients of an elliptic curve. 
The general addition formula (4.9i) on the other hand require I7 multipli- 
cations, including one multiplication by a constant k2 (TIC,, S,D,, D,S,, 
C,L TIC, . S,D2, 4S2 . S,D,, T&2 . C,T,, D,S, . S,D,, (T,C212, (4S2)2, 
T,D,, T2D2, T,D, * T2D2, SIC,, S2C2, SIC, * S2C2, k2 - SIC,. S2C2). The 
number of operations in the addition formula (4.9i) can be slightly de- 
creased, if to increase the number of variables involved by considering 
&functions of order higher than two (similar to formulas (4Si)-(4.5ii)). 
Instead, we start with the Weierstrass model (b), which itself is param- 
etrized by &functions of orders 2 and 4. 
For the Weierstrass model (b), we introduce the homogeneous coordi- 
nates by u = U/IV, v = V/W2 and obtain the equation (E&): V2 = U4 
+ aU2W2 + bW4. Then the “proper” form of the law of addition on 
(Ei, h)r that removes common factors, has the following form: 
The sum, I,, of two points I, = (Vi/W,, VI/ Wf) and Z, = 
W2/W,, VW,‘> on (E&J is 
5, = (Q/w,, v,/w;‘), 
where 
u, = u,w,v, - u,w,v,, 
w, = u;“w: - u;w;, 
v, = v,v2(u,‘w,’ + lJ:w;) 
-u,u,w,w,(2u:u~+ u(u;Lw:+ ufw,z) 
+2b. W;W;). (4.1Oi) 
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The duplication formula cannot be considered as a part of (4.1Oi). 
Instead the double F3 of the point .?i = (U,/ W,, V,/ W,“) has the form 
where 
U, = Up - bW;, 
w, = 2u,v,w, 
V3 = VP - (u’ - 4b)U;W;. (4.1Oii) 
The duplication formula (4.1Oii) requires slightly more operations than in 
(4.9ii), though less storage. First of all, if a and b are arbitrary, the number 
of operations is I1 multiplications (U,‘, Wf, Vt, Up, Wf, V;‘, b W;‘, 
UtWf,(a* - 4b)UfW-f, &VI, U,V,W,), two of which are multiplications by 
fixed numbers: b and a2 - 4b, and 6 of the multiplications are squarings. 
However, if parameters of the (Ei, ,,) are chosen in the form: b = E2, 
a* - 4b = [*, then the number of operations in the law of addition be- 
comes 10 multiplications (U:, Wf, 5 W:, Vf, Uf Wf, {U,2 Wt, l&V,, lJIVIWI 
and 2 more multiplications to generate U,, V,). The number of operations 
in the general addition formula (4.1Oi) is 16 multiplications and 2 multipli- 
cations by fixed integers a and b. 
One can try to use, as for model (a), another form for the law of addition 
for (E&h), when U,, W,, and V, are not in the reduced form, i.e., have a 
common factor. An advantage of such approach is the independence of the 
addition formula from the parameters a and b. The new expression for the 
sum ,Z3 = (U,/ W,, V3/W3*) of 5, = (UJW,, V,/ W:) and S, = 
(U,/ W,, V-J Wt) is the following 
u, = w,w,( u,w,v, - up-,v,>, 
w, = w,w,(u,‘w, - u:w;), 
v, = w,w*u,u*( u;w: - u:w;?> 
+ w,w*u&J*( v:w;l + v;wp) 
+( w,w,)*v~v,(u~w;? + utwf). (4.11) 
Still another possibility is to use the “common sense” projective coordi- 
nates on (Ei. ,,): (UW: V: W*). Indeed, in these notations the double of the 
point L’; = (U{/W/, V[/Wi) on (Ef,): V”W’* = UP4 + aUf2Wt2 + 
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bW’4 has the form 
2; = (q/w;, v-;/w;); 
U; = ZU,lV,l( Vi” - aiJi2 - 2bW,‘2), 
w’ 
3 
= 4uqr~2 
1 11 
Vi = V[” - (a’ - 4b)Ui4. (4.12i) 
Similarly, the sum of two points Zi = (U//W;, V;/W;) and L”; = 
(Vi/W,‘, Vi/W;) on (E:fh) as defined as 
2; = (Q/W& vyw;), 
where 
u; = (up-; - uy;) * (q2 * wi2 - u;‘w;‘) w/w;, 
w; = ( w;2u..2 - w;‘u,l’)“, 
v; = u;u. - ( w;q2 - wpi’) 
+ W[W,lU/Ui( V,12W2/2 + V,l’Wi”) 
+ WiW;ViV,l(U{2W~2 + U;“Wi’). (4.12ii) 
Let us present a comparison of the computational cost of the addition 
formulas (4.11) and addition and duplication formulas (4.12i)-(4.12ii). The 
general addition formula (4.11) on (EiJ takes 18 multiplications (W,W,, 
u,w,, u1w2, u:w;2, uz’w:, w:, w;, vlw,‘, v,w:, v;?w;, v;wp, v,v, - 
W:Wt, U,U,W,W,, U,W, . V,W:, i&W, . V,W,’ and 3 more multiplications 
to obtain W, and V,), though the law (4.11) is independent of a and b. 
The total number of multiplications in the duplication formula (4.12i) is 
8plus 3 multiplications by hxed integers a, b, a2 - 4b. (The number can be 
further reduced, if b and a2 - 46 are squares.) The number of operations 
to compute the addition formula (4.12ii) is 22 multiplications, but the 
addition formula (4.12ii) does not depend on the form of the equation 
(E$J 
If one uses an addition chain or addition-subtraction chain methods of 
multiplication, it might be useful to have simple laws of multiplication 
[II]~(~“) for small n, that are simpler than those following from general 
addition and duplication formulas. The case in question is a simple trip&a- 
tion formula for the Jacobi model (c) in the nota_tions (4.8).&et y, = 
(S, C, D, T) be the point on ( Ek2). Then its triple, x3 = [31Ek,( Xi) has the 
form 
F3 = (S,,C,,D,, T,), 
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where 
S, = S(3T8 - 4(1 + k2)S2T6 + 6k2S4T4 - k4S8), 
C, = C . (T8 - 4S2T6 + 6k2S4T4 - 4k4S6T2 + k4S8), 
D, = D . (T8 - 4k2S2T6 + 6k2S4T4 - 4k2S6T2 + k4S8), 
T3 = T. (T8 - 6k2S4T4 + 4k2(1 + k7)S6T2 - 3k4S8). 
The number of operations in the computations Fj = 3 * Fi is at most 19 
multiplications(T*, T4, T8, S*, S4, k2S4, k4S8, 5’*T4, S2T6, k2S6, k*T*, 
k2S2T6, k2S6T2, k4S6T2, k2S4T4 and four multiplications by S, C, D, 
and T in S,, C,, D,, T3). 
Sometimes it is preferable to set your mind on the use of simplest binary 
(left-to-right) method of multiplication. An example of an application of 
such method was given in Section 3, where a fast method of evaluation of 
elliptic divisibility sequences by means of recurrences (3.12) was presented. 
As we remarked, this binary method requires 20[log,n]-multiplications to 
compute #,, from the initial conditions #*, #,, q4. Taking into account the 
identification (3.1), one realizes that it gives a method of computation 2, in 
2” (= [nlE;,,(%i)) = (X,/Z,‘, Y,,/Zi) from ?i = (X,/Z:, Y,/Zl) and a, b 
on the curve (Ei, h). 
The binary method, that we are using, has the following pattern: you use 
the duplication formula to find a2n from ?,, and you find z2”+i from R, 
and z”+i. Thus we need: (a) the duplication formula, and (b) the law of 
addition in the form familiar from Jacobi [Jacl]: 
e&i + qe&i - - - 0) “polynomialin8fl(~), 0,(U).” (4.13) 
It turns out that the original Jacobi computations [Jacl] for the one 
dimensional law of addition in the form (4.13) provide a perfect setting for 
the binary method of multiplications. We start with a Jacobi model (b) of 
the form (Ei, 6) : V* = U4 + aU*W* + bW4. Then from the original for- 
mulas for the law of addition (4.1Oi)-(4.1Oii) on (Ei, b) we deduce the 
following “binary laws of addition”: let z”, = (U,/ W,, V,/ W,‘) and Z:, = 
(U’/W,, V,/W:) be two points on (Ei, b). Then for the sum Zr+, and for the 
difirence fres of points .Fr and .Fs we obtain the expressions 
where 
U,,,U,-, = U,‘U,’ - bW,2W,2, 
w,+,w,-, = u,2w,2 - u,‘w:, 
v,+,v,-, = K2v,’ - (u’ - 46)&%‘,2W;W? (4.14) 
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The binary law (4.14) is used to compute Z,, and Z”*,,,+i from Z;, and Zm+r 
(and Z;). In obvious notations fj = (U,/Wi, V;/I&‘), we deduce from 
(4.14): 
U,, = U,” - bWi, V,, = V,” - (u” - 4b)U,ZW,2, 
Km = w,JLw,, 
u 2m+Pl= ui4?+1- W,2W,2+1, 
W 2m+l% = QPKL - KT+1w,2, 
V 2m+lVl = w,‘+1 - (a’ - 4b)U,,Uj,f+lWzW,2+1. (4.15) 
The total number of multiplications in (4.15) is 
(a) 18 muifiplications (U,‘, Vi, V,‘, V,*, W,‘, WA, iJ,“Wi, U,W 
u,w,v,, u#+p u2u2 m m+l7 
v2v2 
w,‘+ 1, Kwmz+1, wKm2+1, u,z+1w,2, v:+:: 
m m+l9 ~,‘JK,‘+lw,‘c+,~~ 
(b) 4 multiplications by fixed numbers b, (a2 - 4b); and 
(c) at most 2 multiplications by U;’ and V;’ (say, considered mod n 
as in Section 5). Here Z1 = (U,, V,) is an (arbitrary) initial point on (Ez, ,,). 
The number of operations can be reduced to 22 total in (a)-(b), if, as we 
suggested earlier, b and a2 - 46 are squares. 
The most spectacular version of the binary method of multiplication can 
be achieved in the Jacobi model (c) in the form (E,z)-(4.8). If one uses 
Jacobi’s law of addition (4.13) for B,(U) and e,(u) [Jacl], then it turns out 
that the laws of addition for t9,‘( u) and O,‘(U) involve onb 0: and fij! This 
enables us to write a binary rule of multiplication involving only two 
variables. In the notations of the Jacobi curve (Ekz) these variables are S2 
and T2. To see these binary laws of addition we reproduce from [T-M; 
Jacl] the binary laws of addition for the function sn2(U) = sn2(u, k): 
sn2(u + u) . sn2(u - u) = 
( sn2( u) - sn2( 0))’ 
(1 - k2sn2( u)sn’( u))’ 
sn2(2u) = 
4sn2(u) * (1 - m*(u)) . (1 - k2sn2(u)) 
(1 - k2sn4(u))2 
(4.16) 
Introducing the natural homogeneous variables X and Y such that 
sn 2( u&k) = X/( kY), we obtaig the following version of the addition law. 
Let X, = (z,., C,, 0,. T,) and X, = (S,, C,, D,, q) be two points on=( Ep), 
and let X,,, = (S,+,, Cr+(, Dr+f, T,,,) be the sum, and X,-, = 
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(S,- r, C,- ,, D,- [, T,- ,) be the difirence of !?r and zS on ( Ek2). Let us put, 
as above, 
S,‘: T,’ = X,: kY, 
Sf : T2 = X,: kY, 
St+,: T,:, = Xr+r : kY,+, 
S,2_,: T,‘, = X,-,: kY,-,. (4.17) 
Then the binary form of the law of addition for (X,, I : Y,, ,) from - 
(X,: Y,), (X,: q) is 
x,+,x,-, = (xx - x,y,j2, 
r,+,r,-, = Gv4 - KU2. (4.18i) 
The duplication formulas for (X2, : Y2r) from (X,. : Y,) are 
X,,=4X.y,(Y,- ;X,i(y,-kX,) 
= 4X,Y,( x,’ + Y; - [X,Y,), 
Y,, = (x,’ - Y,2)2, (4.18ii) 
with 5 = k + l/k. 
The total number of operations in (4.18i) is 6 multiplications (two of 
which are squarings). The number of operations in (4.18ii) is 6 multiplicu- 
tions, 3 of which are squarings and one is a multiplication by a fixed number 
5 = k + l/k. Thus we arrive from (4.18ii) to the following scheme of 
computation of (X2n+l : Y2”+J and (X2, : Y2J from (X, : Y,) and 
K+,: Y,+i) (the binary method): 
X 2n+l * 4 = (Xn+lY, - xY,+,)2Y 
Y 2n+l * Yl = (x,+,x - r,+,r,>‘, 
x2, = 4X”Y”( x,’ + Y,’ - [X,Y,), 
Y,, = (x,” - Y;)2. (4.19) 
If Xi and Yi are properly chosen from (4.17) and (4.8) (say, X;’ or Y;’ 
is a smaller number), then the binary scheme (4.19) produces, starting from 
(Xi : Y,) and 5 the nth multiple (X,, : Y,,) of (Xi : Y,) in 13[log,(n)] 
multiplications. If Xi and Y, are arbitrary, one needs ll[log,(n)] multiplica- 
tions and 3[log,(n)] multiplications by fixed numbers: 6, Xc’, Y;‘. 
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We recommend the scheme (4.19) as a better law of addition. It should be 
noted, that the point on infinity on (Ep) in variables X, Y (4.18) corre- 
sponds to X = 0. Thus in the algorithms of Section 5 one should look for 
gcd( Xv, n), and in algorithms of Sections 2-3 one should study the 
divisibility properties of X,. 
4.2. (d) Our experience shows that the expression of the law of 
addition on the cubic Hessian form (d) of an elliptic curve is by far the best 
and the prettiest. First of all, it is because of the obvious homogeneous and 
symmetric character of the equation 
(E;): x3 + y3 + z3 = Dxyz. 
The original form for the law of addition on the general cubic, and, in 
particular, on the cubic (EA), belong to Cauchy (see [Des]). For the sake of 
completeness ws present the Cauchy formulas for X,--the minus of the sum 
of two points Xi = (x1, y,, zl) and x, = (x,, y2, z2) on (Ei)- 
where 
x3 = 3Y,Y,(X,Y* - YlX,) + 3z,z,(x,z* - wd 
- D(YhZ, - Y2’X1Zl>? 
z3 = 3x,x,(z,x, - x14 + 3Y,Y,(Z,Y* - Z2Yl) 
- 
Dt ZhY2 - Z22XIY, ). (4.20) 
These formulas are inconvenient to use, though they were chosen in 
[De-F]. Sylvester was the first to note (see the derivation in [Des]), that the 
general formula of Cauchy, as applied to the canonical Hessian form (Ei) 
takes much simpler form. 
First of all we remark that the inuerse, - ?, of the 7 = (x, y, z) on (Ei) 
is 
-n= (y,x,z). 
Similarly, the neutral point on (EA) gorresponding to the point of infinity 
on the Weierstrass model of (Ei) is 0 = (1, - l&O). 
Taking these remarks into consideration, let Xi = (x1, y,, zl) and=“l = 
(xt, y2, z2) be two points on (Ei). Then the inverse of the sum of Xi and 
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gZ on (Ei): 2s = -(yl @e:, F1) of two points ?r = (xi, yl, zi) and 
z2 = (x2, y2, q) on (Ei) - zs = ?r eE:,?* is 2s = (x,, y,, z3), where 
x3 = GY2Z2 - 4YlZl 
Y3 =Yhz* -Yh1, 
z3 = zfy2x, - z;y,x,. (4.21i) 
Hers we gssume that ?i # zZ, i.e. (xi : y, : zr) # (x2 : y, : zZ). If, how- 
ever, Xi = X,, i.e. (xi : y, : zl) = (x2 : y, : z ) then we have the duplication 
formula for F1. The inverse of the double 0; ir is: F3 = - ( z1 6~~; F1), 
23 = b,,Y,, z3>, 
where 
x3 = qy: - $), 
Y3 =Yl(z: - x:)9 
z3 = Zl(4 -r: )- (4.21ii) 
The addition of two points on (Ei) according to (4.21i) thus requires 
only 12 multiplications and 3 substitutions. The duplication of the curve of 
the form (EA) requires 9 multiplications and=3 substitutions. 
In particular, one can obtain X, from Xi in the model (d): (Ei) in 
12log,n f o(n) multiplications. 
It is important to note that the addition laws on elliptic curves of the 
form (d), do not depend on the equation of a curve. Thus, if one starts, say 
with a triple 
X = (xl, y,, q) mod n 
of (non-zero) mod n numbers, then the equation (Ei) of the form (d), of an 
elliptic curve, on which X is lying, is uniquely determined as 
x3 + y3 + z3 = Dxyz 
for D = (x: + y: + zf)/(x,y,z,) mod n. Of course, one does not have to 
compute D at all. 
5. IMPLEMENTATIONS OF ELLIPTIC CURVE FACTORIZATION ALGORITHMS 
Let us describe the implementation of Lenstra’s probabilistic factorization 
algorithm that uses elliptic curves, and its relations to other factorization 
algorithms. 
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It is useful to return to “n + 1” primality testing of Section 2. We saw 
that the factorization (complete or partial) of n k 1 can be used to prove 
the primality of n. Similarly, Pollard [POLl] suggested in 1974 the “p - 1” 
factorization method that used the factorization of p - 1 for a prime p of 
n, to find p itself. This method, apparently, was known for years to Lehmer 
and Lehmer, see [WILl]. 
The idea here is the following. If you “know” that n has a factor p such 
that (p - l)]B say, then all powers q” of primes that divide p - 1 are 
bounded by M: q” 5 M, or B = lcm{ 1, . . . , M }. Then by Fermat’s little 
theorem: 
or 
aB= lmodp for (a, n) = 1 
plgcd(n, aB - 1). 
Thus gcd(n, uB - 1) gives a factor n. It was natural then to Williams 
et al. [WILl] to propose a “p + 1” method of factorization, that uses Lucas 
functions and the Little Fermat Theorem for Lucas’s sequence, to check the 
factorization of n, when for its suspect factor p there is a (partial) 
factorization of p + 1. 
Lenstra proposed recently (see [MLl]) an elliptic generalization of “p k 
1” factorization method. His method starts with the key quantity- 
N,=p+l-ua,- 
the number of points on an elliptic curve E(mod p)-and may give a 
factorization of n if its prime factor p has a controllable factorization of Np 
(i.e., when all prime factors of Np are bounded by a quantity significantly 
smaller than p). 
Here ]a,] < 2fi, so Np E (p + 1 - 26, p + 1 + 2fi). Thus Lenstra 
proposes to vary E(mod n) randomly, so up is random and Np is random in 
the interval (p + 1 - 2fi, p + 1 + 2fi). Then there are “high” chances 
that iVj, will have only “small” factors for some E(mod n), and thus 
I, = 0 mod p for an appropriate computable M, and thus the gcd of n 
and the (denominator) of ZM, gives a nontrival factor of n. 
We propose the following implementation of Lenstra algorithm of factor- 
ization of a composite n. Two parameters, M, and K, (the running time) 
are described at the end of algorithm. 
One starts with a composite number n and precomputes a “seed number” 
iv = np<M P 
are repeated: 
I’% Ma/logPl = lcm(l,. . . , M,}. Then the following operations 
(1) Start with a “random” yl = (x1 : y1 : zl) mod n-say, Fl = 
(x, : y, : 1) for two “random” numbers ximod n and y,mod n; 
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(2) compge FN = [NIED( Fi) = (x,,,, : y, : zN) for a seed number N, 
starting from Xi on the elliptic curve (Ei) in the cubic Hessian form (d) of 
Section 4. 
(3) Check for X = gcdjz,, n). If 1 < X < n, then X is a factor of n; if 
X = n then one looks for x, as in (2) for m[N, say m = lcm{ 1,. . . , M’} 
and M’ < M,,. 
If X = 1 repeat. 
The number of trials for which (l)-(3) are to be repeated to “guarantee” 
the factorization of n with a probability 2 1 - E is about K,. 
The numbers M, and K, are defined as follows. If P (< &) is the 
“expected” bound for a divisor of n and y is a solution of 
log P 
y2= logy+l’ (5 .I> 
then 
M, = PI/Y; 
K, = -loge .yy. (5.2) 
The number of multiplications is about 12 - (1 + o(l)) - K,M,/log2, 
the number of additions is 3(1 + o(l))K,M,/log 2 and there are 
3(1 + o(l))K,M,,/log2 reductions mod n. 
Step (2) of the algorithm-the multiplication on the elliptic curve-takes 
practically the entire running time. It is here, where all the exercises of 
Section 4 appear. Depending on the model and on the scheme of multiplica- 
tion, and also due to the randomness in the choice of curve, the time in part 
(2) can vary significantly. We implemented parts (l)-(2) of the algorithm for 
nearly all schemes of addition laws from Section 4. Our preferences clearly 
lies with the cubic model (d). However, the Weierstrass model (a) performed 
fairly. Sometimes, it is advantageous to use the binary method of multiplica- 
tion in Jacobi model (c) in the form (4.19) because of its simplicity. Another 
point, connected with comments of Section 6, is the choice of “random” 
elliptic curve and a point on it. This is-done naturally for the cubic curves 
(d) in step (1) above, because a point xi determines a curve (Ei). It is not 
obvious, though, how to find a point on an elliptic curve in models (a)-(c). 
We propose the following simplest recipes. For the Weierstrass model (a), 
one can choose randomly x mod n, y mod n, and a mod n (either ran- 
domly or as a =, 1 or a = - 3 as recommended in Section 4) and then put 
b = y* - x3 - ax mod n. If, in the Weierstrass model (a) one wants to have 
all possible values of the invariant j, the most known form of the curve 
(E&), having the invariant j is (Ez,-,): y* = x3 + a(x - 1) for a = 
27j/(4(1 - j)). The nontrivial point on this curve is (x, y) = (l,l). If one 
wants a point on a Jacobi curve in the form (b), similar arguments can be 
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applied. This is not the case, however, with the Jacobi model (c). The 
difference can be explained by looking on the corresponding elliptic surfaces. 
The elliptic curve (E,‘, -,) above, considered over the function field C(j), 
has rank of its Mordell-Weil group one. On the other hand, the elliptic 
curve of the form (c)-(4.8)-considered over C(k), has only torsion 
points. One can use the following alternative: choose randomly X, y, z mod n 
and put k2 = ((xi+ y2)2 - z2)/(4x2y2) mod n, 
and get a nontrivial point xi = (2xy, x2 - y2, z, x2 + y2) mod n on the 
curve ( E$ ). 
Our personal experience with the implementation of Lenstra’s algorithm 
is, generally speaking, positive. We are not going to compare it with other 
factorization algorithms (see Introduction). It seems that the general al- 
gorithm (l)-(3), together with various modifications of Sections 4 and 6, is 
powerful enough to factorize numbers accessible to other methods only on 
very big machines with highly customized software. We, on the contrary, use 
LISP(!) as a programming language and standard IBM hardware. 
We will describe successes of various implementations of factorization 
algorithms in our next report. 
6. MORE ON ELLIPTIC CURVES AND ABELIAN VARIETIES 
We want to comment on some ways of reducing the number of operations 
in computations with elliptic curves. 
One of the bottlenecks in implementation of the factorization algorithm 
of Section 5 is the computation of x, in step (2) for a large N - e”‘., where 
A4, is determined by (5.1), (5.2). Clearly, N is enormous, when P (the 
bound on the factor of n) is large. One of the ways to decrease N, and thus 
the number of operations in step (2) is to be sure that the order Np of 
E mod p is a priori divisible by some number m. In this case P in 
(5.1)-(5.2) can be substituted by P/m. To achieve such a situation one 
should start with an elliptic curve E having a torsion point of order m. In 
fact, it is enough to examine the cases, when the Galois group of the Tate 
module E, for 1 ]m is smaller than a generic one. Unfortunately, such elliptic 
curves exist in characteristic zero over Q only for a few m or a few curves 
(due to Mazur [Mazl] and the Mordell conjecture). Moreover, even in the 
cases, when the torsion is parametrizable over Q (15 exceptional torsion 
subgroups), it is not easy to construct rationally an elliptic curve E,, with a 
given torsion subgroup (genus zero case for an appropriate modular curve) 
and a point of infinite order on this curve. Without such a point of infinite 
order in characteristic zero, it would be hard to find nontrivial points on 
E,,mod n for a composite n. Still it is possible to obtain a model of an 
elliptic curve E,, = E,,(t), having over Q(t) exceptional torsion subgroups, 
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and having over Q(t) a point of infinite order. If f: X + C(t) is the Neron 
model of E( t)/C( t), and pe be the arithmetic genus of X, then pg = 0 can 
happen only when the order m of the torsion subgroup is bounded by 4. 
For pg = 1 the only new torsion subgroups are b/5& Z/62, Z/4Z CD 
Z/2Z, Z/32 @ Z/32 (the last case is over a(-, t)), cf. [Cox]. 
Nevertheless, the construction of elliptic curves E/lFp with an arbitrary 
torsion m is definitely possible, however large m is. One simply looks on 
mod p solutions to the modular equations, or, in other words, on points on 
modular curves, like X,(m) over finite fields. In our implementations with 
various m, this and other methods were often useful, when, say, the number 
n is of a particular form (so that roots of unity mod n are easy to find: e.g., 
n is of the form uk - l), or when one searches for a curve E mod n with a 
large torsion and finds it “half of the time.” It is possible that the method 
of choosing large m can lead to a significant reduction of part (2) of the 
algorithm of Section 5. In this method one takes a special representation of 
E, say with j = P(x), and a model of X,(m) as a covering of x-plane of 
the smallest degree. 
A large field for future studies is open by the possibility of considering 
other algebraic laws of addition related to the Frobenius operator (say, 
cubic surfaces or intermediate Jacobians). These methods are, actually, 
useful in various primality tests similar to those described in Section 2. We 
already remarked in this relation that the use of Abelian varieties with 
complex multiplications [Tl, Hl] allows us to obtain the tests of primality 
of n depending on (complete or partial) factorization of n” & nh + 1 with 
integers a > b. The use of CM-curves and varieties is by far the best 
method of primality proving. Little Fermat theorem 1.5 and its natural 
generalizations provide us with a variety of such primality tests involving 
{-functions of algebraic varieties over function fields. Implementation of 
these tests is a serious problem because explicit expression for addition laws 
are hard to come by. 
In the factorization algorithm of Section 4 the immediate use of higher 
dimensional Abelian varieties does not seem to be helpful, because whenever 
g > 1, Np grows as pg + 0( pg/*) and “it is less likely” that Np will be 
divisible by small primes only. Nevertheless, several possibilities arise. First 
of all we can try to decrease the number of computations. For this we 
propose to consider g “arbitrary” elliptic curves simultaneously as a single 
Jacobian of a curve of genus g > 1, isogeneous to the product of these g 
elliptic curves. For g > 3 we do not know whether such a Jacobian always 
exists (and whether the coefficients of the corresponding curve are algebraic 
functions in invariants of elliptic curves). However, for g = 2 and g = 3 we 
have explicit formulas, connected with our work on poles of meromorphic 
solutions of the Kadomtzev-Petviashvili equation [CH5]. We have studied, 
in general, various possible forms of laws of addition on Abelian varieties, 
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Prym varieties, and Abelian surfaces for small genuses and their computer 
implementations. In particular, we investigated simple forms of laws of 
addition on hyperelliptic surfaces, isogenous to the product of two elliptic 
curves. The number of operations for a duplication on such a surface is 14 
multiplications (i.e., 7 X 2 for 2 curves) and 23 multiplications for the 
general addition. 
Expressions for laws of addition of Jacobians and other Abelian varieties 
can be found, e.g., in [BA, IGU, MUM]. The use of d-functions with 
characteristics provides a simple form of the addition law, however, a 
number of variables is growing fast with the genus (dimension) g. Laws of 
addition on Jacobians and Abelian varieties are nicely presented through 
their representation (see [MUM]) as intersection of quadrics (cf., with the 
Jacobi model (c) of Sect. 4). For the 2-dimensional case we have chosen 
even O-functions of order two and a Kummer surface parametrized by 
them. 
We present here only the duplication formula on Kummer surfaces. For a 
point Fi = (x, y, z, w) on a Kummer surface (g = 2) we put 
x’=(x+y+z+w)*, 
y’=y;*(x+y-z-w)*, 
z’ = z ;,-(x-y+z-w)*, 
w’ = w  ~.(x-y-z+w)*. 
Then the double z2 of z1 is defined as 
F2 = (x,9 Y2, z*t w*), 
where 
x2 = (x’ + y’ + z’ + wq2, 
y* = y. . (x’ + y’ - z’ - w’)2, 
z2 = to * (x’ - y’ + z’ - wq*, 
w* = w. * (x’ - y’ - z’ + wq*. 
Here 
vci = (cl - 1)b - W(P + w + I)? 
z; = (v - l)(A - l)/(Y + 1)(X + l), 
4 = 0 - NP - wo + 1)(/J + I), 
Yo = Gw - WGf - P)T 
zo = VW - 1)/(/J - VA), 
wo = (ACLV - l>/(v - xp>, 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
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and X, CL, Y are the moduli of the hyperelliptic curves-explicit functions of 
coefficients of the quintic polynomial P,(x) in the hyperelliptic curve 
equation y 2 = Ps( x). The values of y& z&, . . . , zO, w, are precomputed 
modn. 
Note a pretty symmetry in the doubling formulas (6.1)-(6.2); also most of 
the multiplications are squares (and others are multiplications by fixed 
numbers). 
We did not yet address the question of the distribution of the trace of 
Frobenius up, or, of NP = p + 1 - up, as an elliptic curve E (mod p) varies 
and p is fixed. This is not the Sato-Tate distribution problem, though it is 
related [SARI. This problem is important in the analysis of Lenstra’s 
probabilistic algorithm of Section 5. 
There are at most [4fi] values of up, but there are p nonisomorphic 
curves mod p, if to count only absolute mvariants (in general, there are p2 
curves in the Weierstrass form). What is the distribution function of 
E + a,(E) as a curve E (mod p) varies? It is convenient here to use the 
Legendre form E,, introduced in Section 1 with up = u,(A) defined there. 
Let us denote 
+) = a,(A)2/P 
(i.e., 0 I u,(X) I 4), then the trace formula implies [YAM] that the distri- 
bution function of u,(X) with a fixed (large) p is 
1 4-U 
P(U) = y - 
i-- u . (6.3) 
Thus one is more likely to get a small value of u,(A). However, the 
distribution (6.3) has little to do with the speed of Lenstra’s algorithm, 
where the distribution of numbers with small prime factors is more im- 
portant than that of traces of Frobenius. 
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